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Preface by the publisher 
 

It is strange, but a fact that distinguished, well educated people are amongst those that are most 

unwilling to accept a new thought, a new idea. They have made the decision to not accept any new 

concept until it has been ratified. But how can it be ratified if it is excluded from research due to it 

being something new? How strange the thought processes of even the most intelligent people can 

be.    

 

According to what criteria do the SANTINER select their contactees? The story is told that 

Socrates walked around with a lamp looking for an honest person. The SANTINER do the same 

by looking around for a person free from bias. A completely unbiased member of the terrestrial 

human race is actually a rare find. The SANTINER hope to find people of the highest intelligence 

and free from compulsive prejudices. These people must also be able to ingest mental directives 

through thought transference. The communication between sender and receiver here is extremely 

close. It is often a case where the receiver believes that he thinks that he’s dealing with his own 

thoughts, that the words are his own. Musicians and painters are inspired in this way by receiving 

impressions from HIGHER PLANES that go beyond the normal human comprehension.  

 

All of this has its genesis from an IMMENSE SOURCE, one that expresses itself everywhere and 

 
1 I. N. D. In Nomine Dei (IN THE NAME OF GOD) 
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in everything. This IMMENSE SOURCE represents life and from this SOURCE, life streams into 

every emergence. The SANTINER are also forms of expressions of life that flow from an 

IMMENSE SOURCE to take on form. All might and ability comes from this IMMENSE 

SOURCE. Jesus said at that time: “I can assure you that the SON can do nothing of his own 

accord. He only acts according to his FATHERS EXAMPLES. What the FATHER does, the SON 

does also.” This is, in one sentence, the TRUTH about everything that exists. Nothing developed 

in any other way. Life has its origin in the one IMMENSE SOURCE that has no beginning and no 

end. We are incapable of imagining it; it exceeds our imaginary capacity within the third 

dimension. All we know is that’s the way it is and that without IT, nothing would exist.  

 
Bad Salzuflen, December 1996  

 

Preface (By Viktor Herbert Speer, leader of the MFK, Berlin) 

 

The problem of unidentified flying objects (UFOS) has been a contentious issue for years. But 

these alien flying objects that enter our planet’s atmosphere have been identified long ago. The 

results of these endeavours of elucidation are unfortunately withheld from the wider community. 

There are a number of reasons for keeping the results a secret and the most prominent reasons are:  

 

• Government circles fear that the public might react in a way that could endanger the political 

situation. 
 

• The misjudgement of the actual MISSION the occupants of this extraterrestrial space fleet have 

to fulfil. They do not come here to conquer, but with a COMMISSION from the highest 

SPIRITUAL FORCE that reigns throughout the universe.  

 

Their appearance is certainly not something new, but something that has already been forcefully 

mentioned in a number of chapters in the bible. They brought us a theistic faith with its associated 

LAWS. The actual FAITH in GOD, respectively the Christian religion, developed from this 

conviction and from these transmissions. But the mosaic faith has not been unaffected by this.  

 

Many people are not convinced of the existence of an extraterrestrial space fleet and its occupants, 

because they never had personal contact with the brothers from other planets and on the other 

hand, do not possess any detailed knowledge about this phenomenon. The press’s ignorance 

unfortunately supports the abnegation of a worldwide fact that cannot be suppressed for much 

longer.  

 

To answer the question of whether extraterrestrial flying objects from alien planets really exist and 

whether the people on board them send us messages we should give credence to, can be answered 

with an absolute testimony that cannot be doubted by any pundit or journalist. This testimony of 

absolute genuineness is the Miracle of Fatima. 2  The world-famous ‘Miracle of Fatima’ has 

however been falsely interpreted and understood by the Catholic Church. 

 

• The Miracle of Fatima is an absolute UFO phenomenon.  

But this phenomenon has an unprecedented power of persuasion and credibleness, something that 

has not been equalled by any other such phenomenon of our time. It is of global historic 

importance that next to this UFO phenomenon, simultaneous, respectively appendant 

 
2 See: Messengers of the future. 
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extraterrestrial messages were also given to mankind on Earth. The last of these messages, the 

third message, was sealed by the Vatican and removed from public scrutiny. 
 
2 See: Messengers of the future.  
I will elucidate the Miracle of Fatima in a few sentences before I introduce this UFO message 

from ASHTAR SHERAN, in order to verify that these messages are no fantasies, but can assert a 

claim for absolute objectivity.  

 

With my effectuations I refer to the original protocol by: 

 

 P. L. Gonzaga da Fonseca S. J. 

 

 Professor at the Papal Bible Institute, Rome. 

 

The ensuing miracle was introduced in the spring of 1917: 

 

Three shepherd children sought refuge in a crevice on the slopes of Mount Cabeco. They suddenly 

saw a radiant human figure, diaphanous as crystal. They recognised that they were dealing with a 

youth of superhuman beauty. This youth said: “Do not be afraid. I am the ANGEL of PEACE.”3 

 

The shepherd children had encountered a SANTINER. This ANGEL of PEACE visited these 

children on numerous occasions and transmitted various messages for the people on this Earth. In 

doing this the SANTINER, GOD’S MESSENGERS took the mentality and the education of the 

people living in the Pyrenees into consideration. In order to make contact he linked his message to 

the Catholic faith. Every appearance of the MESSENGER was accompanied by a severe gust of 

wind.4  

 

About 70,000 people visited the Cova da Iria on the 13th of October 1917 in order to observe the 

announced Miracle of Fatima. The sky was heavily overcast and it rained intensely. The clouds 

suddenly parted and a shining silvery disk, spinning like a Catherine Wheel, became visible. The 

object one thought was the sun shone in all the colours of the rainbow and scattered sheaves of 

fire. The whole countryside and all the people there were alternately illuminated by yellow, green, 

red, blue and violet light.5 – It suddenly seemed as if the sun had detached itself from the zenith 

and began to fall towards the ground taking a zigzag course. This phenomenon lasted 10 minutes.  
 

• This apparition could be seen over a distance of 40km. 
 

• This phenomenon was not registered by any observatory!6 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
3 The SANTINER, people from another solar system, told us that they are called CHERUBS in the bible. This appellation however means ANGEL 

of PEACE. Their salutation is therefore: PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS!” 
4 Every appearance of a UFO close to the ground is accompanied by a severe gust of wind that can increase to cyclonic proportions. It also has to 

be mentioned that the SANTINER also included women in their mission. MOTHER MARY was supposed to have played a part in this miracle and 
upon our questioning this, it has been verified. The spiritual astral regions work hand in hand in such cases. 
5 It could not have been the sun because it was too heavily overcast. The UFO, marked by its silvery brilliance as well as the phenomenon of 

emitting rays, separated the clouds through magnetic forces. The 70,000 spectators were enthralled, but they had no concept of the UFO 
phenomenon or any ideas about the existence of the kind of spaceships that appeared on Mount Sinai to proclaim the HEAVENLY LAWS. 
6 The zigzag course of the flying object is typical in most UFO cases. The rainbow coloured emanations are also a very common concomitant 

phenomenon of these spaceships. 
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An initial UFO spaceship already appeared over Fatima on the 13th of September and at that time 

in the shape of an oval ball of light which moved from East to West emitting a brilliant, but 

pleasant glow. This phenomenon was simultaneously observed by around 30,000 people. One 

called this object “The luminous airplane of our dear lady”. The onlookers also observed white 

flowers falling from the sky, but they disappeared at a certain height before reaching the ground.7   

 

Looking at these facts, it is impossible to continue with the denial of this worldwide and very 

controversial UFO problem or to portray it as a fantasy structure of overzealous minds. Those that 

assert this are completely ignorant and not competent enough to even express an opinion.   

 

It is of decisive importance for our published messages that simultaneously to the Fatima 

phenomenon, a number of other messages were also given to the shepherd children. One of those 

pertained to the outbreak of the First World War. 

 

Sodom and Gomorrah were also warned thousands of years ago, but one did not take any notice.  

 

Doubt will not protect you from punishment!  

 

We have received similar messages for a number of years now. These are not intuitions, but 

genuine messages. They also managed to impress some journalists that were present when the 

messages were received. This is the reason why the world renowned magazine “Revue” published 

a pictorial about our UFO contact that caused quite a stir all over the world.  

 

Our messages are directed at the world at large, they stem from regions of HIGHER 

INTELLIGENCE and HIGHER EXISTENCE. These messages are more than an impartation and 

more than an admonition, they are a divine REVELATION.  

 

We can assure you that these publications do not portray fiction, but that they are a reliable, 

factual report.      

 

 

ASHTAR SHERAN speaks to the world 
 

PEACE THROUGHOUT THE UNIVERSE! 

 

PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS! 

 

I call upon you to join the BROTHERHOOD of the divine universe! 

 

The future of this Earth is not grey. This planet is in the process of great developments and it is 

experiencing the excruciating labour pains of a new future. We believe in world peace and we 

pray for the salvation of this ignorant human race.  

 

• May this race of people soon recognise that a divine GUIDANCE, a super-dimensional 

SUPERVISION does exist.  
 

• May this race of people gain a uniform faith, one that excludes all other confessions, all 

assumptions, theories, fantasies and all misinterpretations.  

 
7 We are also dealing with the immaculate identification of a so-called UFO here; the plasma falling from the sky has been a very frequent 

concomitant phenomenon triggered by UFOS flying close to Earth and it is commonly called “angel’s hair” in UFO circles. 
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• May all of you realise that it is a wonderful thing to live in constant physical change, but that 

life itself is indestructible and of eternal duration. I do not mean life as a “cosmic volume” the 

way your philosophers imagine it, but an individual life of individual people, created by GOD 

and bearing GOD’S immortal ODEM within. 

 

I have managed to tell you a lot of things already and many amongst you have been able to follow 

my words with the acuteness of their mind. I trust the common sense prevalent amongst people. I 

do not mean the common sense of the masses, but of a few that will begin to roll like little pebbles 

to begin with to then turn into an avalanche that will sweep everything in front of it. This world 

requires a lot of space to accommodate THE NEW that has already been prepared for you out 

there in the universe.   

 

You want to visit the stars. – 

 

We have been visiting you for centuries! 

The churches would like to send their missionaries to other planets. – 

We have been MISSIONARIES on this planet for millennia! 

 

Progress on this Terra has never before reached a stage where we could make ourselves 

comprehensibly understood in the correct way. This important point in time has now arrived 

where you will also be able to comprehend our existence as well as the enormous distances to 

Earth. If not today, then certainly tomorrow! 

 

A number of years ago we intended to carry out a mass-landing here on Earth. But the terrestrial 

course of its technological development has progressed in leaps and bounds in recent years to such 

a degree that military armament reached peak intensity and this made it impossible for us to risk a 

landing as we had to take the welfare of this human race into consideration. It was not a case of 

not having the required might to do this, but rather the possibility of superlative acts of destruction 

on your part due to your recklessness and irresponsibility in case of an invasion. We would be 

branded enemies of existing governments and one would act accordingly. One would certainly not 

see us as MISSIONARIES or FRIENDS and BROTHERS, even less so as ANGELS of PEACE. 

These are the reasons why many of our plans were changed accordingly.  

 

We are aware of all endeavours and all processes taking place here on Earth. We know every 

secret deal and we have scrutinised all plans. There is nothing we do not know.  

 

We are therefore aware of all the secret weapons of all nations. 

 

We find it impossible to find words for this, not even in your language.   

 

• If we were to risk a landing without the required instructions, it would trigger more than a 

Third World War! 

We have to reach a situation where the responsible leaders of this mankind can be convinced that 

we offer this mankind the greatest HELP that is possibly conceivable.  

 

• This ASSIGNMENT is presently our sacred MISSION.  
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If we were to conquer your Earth with all possible means, it would trigger a battle that would be 

indescribable. It would not constitute HELP as such or a MISSION, but the demise of a human 

race, even more so the demise of a whole world. – A certain code transmitted via your radio waves 

would suffice to trigger a state of alarm that could no longer be arrested. All strategic military 

bases and rocket silos would be destroyed under a hail of nuclear bombs, but it would also spell 

the end of physical mankind. Devastating epidemics would be let lose on all physical life on Earth. 

We are also aware that means are available that are just waiting for the chance to disintegrate flesh 

within a wide circle.  

 

The people of the dominant nations neither believe in demons nor in Satan. One managed to 

condemn these concepts to the ranks of superstitions.  

 

I can tell you that this is a great mistake!  

 

All thought processes taking place within the various nations are in the grips of these demons and 

the only one to profit from this is Satan whom we call the negative spirit. We are impudently 

challenged. The call goes out everywhere: 

 
 “Why don’t you come if you want something from us? Why be so secretive? – We give you plenty of 

awful reasons to attack us and to utterly destroy us. If you did burn Sodom and Gomorrah in the past, 

you have a thousand more reasons to bring destruction upon us once again.”  

 

Well, this call isn’t bad at all, above everything else, it is true! – But it isn’t within our powers nor 

is it our decision. GOD will not destroy a world that has developed to such a degree. HE tries to 

adapt it to HIS PLANS – and this takes a lot of PATIENCE, PATIENCE only the great 

CREATOR can muster.  

 

Our assignment, before total destruction would come into effect, is the kind of indoctrination that 

should lead to COGNISANCE. I deliberately say “total destruction”, because partial punishment 

is impossible. A partial action would bring nothing. This is why the lesson would have to be given 

in its entirety, but this would liquidate everything, not just the powerful and the guilty, but all 

regions of the planet and all physical life. We do however not call ourselves “angels of 

destruction”, but SANTINER, ANGELS of LOVE, FREEDOM and PEACE.  

 

We offer you our HELP. But this is fortunately not a weapon of destruction, but a weapon of 

TRUTH – and this is something you are less interested in. One is pleased to be in possession of 

superlative might. One is only annoyed that one’ enemy is also in possession of this superlative 

might. Together one is pleased that one can keep the whole planet trembling with fear and in 

terror. One is master over life and death, at least one thinks that one is, even though none of those 

in responsible positions are actually aware what life is and what it means. Not even the pundits on 

your planet have an idea what life is. They try to influence it, but it runs like sand through their 

fingers, it evaporates in their retorts. But life is still tied to the individual, temporarily in the 

physical, eternally in a SPIRITUAL SUBSTANCE.  

 

Do not expect miracles from us. 

 

There are no miracles! 

 

As I mentioned before, a miracle is something natural and it abides by natural LAWS. We are 

presently still tied to our MISSION of indoctrinating you.  
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This MISSION naturally requires a certain amount of time. 

 

Our indoctrinations are also subjected to animosities.    

 

We cannot find the necessary means where they usually are, because they are standing by for 

opposite tasks. This requires a longer approach, respectively a longer period of predevelopment 

and preparation. We have to guide your thoughts towards a logical and generally graduated 

FREQUENCY. The global population of this Terra does not have the ability of processing its own 

thoughts. One adapts one’s owns thoughts to that of the masses in most cases. But the resourceful 

heads of this human race make an absolutely abhorrent and negative use of their intelligence. The 

state pays for its means of destruction – but avariciously saves in regards to the etat, money that 

would surely have to be designated for the existence and the welfare of this Terra. Billions for 

wars – but only millions for peace!  

 

• A so-called state-science managed to unite the most misanthropic citations of an accomplished 

atheistic philosophy to then present it as an exemplary parole of a social future.  

This is how the people are influenced in a most irresponsible way; because the broader masses 

lack a healthy assessment of the situation. The largest nation of organised masses asserts for 

instance that: Whatever benefits the state is right! This sounds convincing, but what is really 

hidden behind this obscure definition?  

 

• Right is related to justice. Justice is the virtue of the TRUTH.  

Neither violence nor injustice will ever benefit the state. – Violence and injustice are means that 

do not serve the people, but only the leaders of the people. They are the ones that regard 

themselves and call themselves the state. The communistic party slogan is therefore: Injustice and 

force are welcomed if they benefit the leaders of the nation. This is just one individual case picked 

from a multitude of paroles and party slogans.  

 

Workers and farmers are not philosophers that could analyse such remarks for their value. All they 

care about is whether a quotation is a curse, an abuse of an alleged enemy or an intoxicating 

slogan. Workers and farmers love to slam a fist on the table or punch an enemy in the face. The 

vanquished is humiliated by having a foot planted on his neck. An individual person can be strong 

when this strength is conceded to him through the weakness of others. 

 

The people’s weakness is based on its material destitution in comparison to the abundance of its 

rulers. Even their leaders balk at the misery of the masses and are therefore prepared to commit 

any infamous action and cruelty in order to maintain their place in the sun. A battle arises from 

this that one cannot even find anywhere in Mother Nature. A leader or despot wants to shore up 

and secure his life for the duration of his whole terrestrial existence. These leaders can only 

achieve this if they manage to convince themselves that they procure benefits for the people and 

for individual citizens, something the workers could never procure for themselves in spite of all 

their efforts. Whenever these benefits are not forthcoming they point at their enemy who 

apparently hinders their aims and therefore has to be hated. The people should therefore never 

entertain the thought of hating or toppling their leaders so this hatred is guided across borders in 

other directions, namely at one’s neighbours who surround themselves with riches they’re not 

entitled to.  
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This power-play controls the world, its tactics leads to military armaments and threats; the 

opponents are well aware that the leaders of neighbouring nations apply the same methods to 

control the masses.  

 

• Not weapons but indoctrination must interfere where ignorance or absolute unawareness causes 

troubles. If the world does not react to this indoctrination, it must be false. – There are however 

cases where the TRUTH is not desired, because it represents a danger to the insincere as it 

might unmask him for all to see. 

A pundit or a statesman can enjoy a high prestige. But the moment this prestige is endangered 

through a sudden TRUTH or INSIGHT, the affected takes a defensive stance and tries to destroy 

the TRUTH.  

 

• Your world must find a way to protect the TRUTH from coercion! 

People with immunity or an eminent title may not have the opportunity to elevate themselves 

above a new INSIGHT, respectively utilise the suggestive powers of an alleged omniscience to 

liquidate it. The peoples of this Terra do not require phrases; they must be educated to apply their 

own ability of discernment.  

 

• Self knowledge stands high above general knowledge.  

Elucidation and indoctrination is cheaper than a world war, cheaper even than armament. A small 

newspaper article can serve satanic aims; a word in the right place can support the divine 

STRUCTURE.  

 

• Every terrestrial citizen has the sacred DUTY to endeavour to gain HIGHER KNOWLEDGE 

and not abandon or neglect the search until he is completely aware of his own ASSIGNMENT 

and EXISTENCE.  

The primitives of this world know that a SPIRITUAL WORLD exists where people also reside. 

The civilised unfortunately does not know this, because he thinks that he is smarter. He asks: 

What sort of intelligence could a savage possibly have? – 

 

• The savage has the gift of unspoiled perception, but is afraid of the mysterious.  

 

• The civilised apparently does not fear the mysterious, but converts this fear into mockery and 

believes to be able to appease his conscience in this way.  

 

We, the ANGELS of PEACE and BROTHERLY LOVE are not mysterious; we are however 

restricted by our dimension. Only by making a great effort are we able to transcend this dimension 

and this only with the help of technological and spiritual achievements. Our MISSION to help you 

achieve peace demands many sacrifices from us, but they are never mentioned. 

 

To wage war against a nation means to destroy essential and important sections of the 

CREATOR’S ORGANIZATION on the behest of the anti-spirit thereby hindering the sensible, 

planned continuing evolution of universal CREATION. – Man on Earth is a willing instrument in 

the hands of the anti-spirit in this regards, because he is unaware of the immortal role he plays 

within the universe.  
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Man knows nothing about his inner SELF. 

 

• Man’s inner SELF is actually the secret that is decisive in regards to the whole human 

existence. 

The anti-spirit makes absolute use of this existing ignorance. 

 

K N O WL E D G E  a bou t  t h i s  w o u l d  in t e r f e r e  w i t h  h i s  ha n d i c r a f t !   

 

The most unnatural thing on this planet is the animosity between people. Man’s intelligence stands 

way above that of animals. The animosity between people is unworthy of this intelligence. We 

have been aware of this undesirable development for a number of millennia. It is the result of 

propaganda, instigation, false education and false doctrines.   

 

No citizen of any nation is willing to regard his neighbouring citizens as enemies. The citizens of a 

country are not inclined to wage war against other nations. The necessity of a war is always 

conjured up and imposed on the citizens of a country in the guise of being a duty. This is a 

demonic affair and there is no excuse for it. All differences, even differences of opinion, can be 

arbitrated without shedding blood. 

 

• Every human being has the right to live and to exist on this Terra! 

A human being’s life is not a substance or energy that is at one’s disposal as a means of 

destruction like electricity or some other form of natural energy. Animosities amongst people are 

based on mass-suggestion.  

 

The military’s armament conducted by nations is based on pure craving for power and it is 

supposed to represent the strength and superiority of the despots. The leadership of the whole 

human race should be brought under one common denominator and the whole human race also.  

 

The leaders allegedly speak on behalf of the people, because the people put up with them as they 

lack the will to change things. The voice of the people however does not coincide with the words 

of the leaders unless their suggestive propaganda makes certain that the people believe that their 

leaders’ intelligence and knowledge is far superior to that of the people. If its leaders demand 

hatred between nations, the people have to be convinced first that this demand represents the latest 

insights and indispensable wisdom of its leaders who think on behalf of the whole nation.           

 

• There is not one single country on Terra that is governed according to true INSIGHTS in 

regards to the human EXISTENCE! 

The many various state governments do in no way deal with metaphysical or cosmic problems, 

they only deal with technological developments that are then placed in the service of the 

government’s powers.  

 

The situation is completely different with us and with the people of other planets. When I mention 

other planets I talk about planets from other solar systems. Other humanities also have their own 

governments. These however do not engage in animosities amongst one another but in 

constructive co-operation. 
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We are of the opinion that every nation is beholden to guiding every human being to the 

HIGHEST possible INSIGHTS. Every government is beholden to telling every one of its citizens 

the TRUTH. There is not one single reason throughout the universe that entitles anyone to lie or to 

deceive anyone else. All lies and all insincerities miss the point and lead into negativity.  

 

• We apply a maximum limit to all fiscal incomes. 

This is however set at such a high level that it allows for plenty of abundance. But whatever goes 

beyond this limit is voluntarily relinquished. This surplus is not used for defence purposes, but for 

the positive development in all areas that will bring us closer to the FINAL OBJECTIVE.  

 

We have therefore been brought up to regard the government as being GOD’S 

REPRESENTATIVE. This is nothing like a papacy. We do not revere the government like a 

pseudo-god, but know that the government is as interested in positively promoting our 

development as the great UNIVERSAL SPIRIT you call GOD.  

 

The people think that governing is a holy religion – but not the way Red Communism would like 

to see it applied. In possession of the HIGHEST possible INSIGHTS in regards to the immortality 

of the human soul, the government has the responsibility of educating all its citizens on behalf of 

the UNIVERSAL SPIRIT and this in a positive way. 

 

Your governments tolerate the churches to some degree, but they promote atheism at the same 

time. One defends military traditions and completely senselessly continues all preparations for the 

destruction of life. The arms race taking place all over the world is visible proof of a spiritual 

backwardness that is unique throughout the universe. The more dreadful the weapon; the more 

ignorant and uninformed its manufacturer! The greater the destructive violence; the smaller the 

human spirit that requires its application! 

 

• The superlative power of destruction indicates the superlative ignorance in regards to 

UNIVERSAL LIFE.  

There is not one single war that could possibly lead mankind to the regions of a higher developed 

SPIRITUAL WORLD. Every human being must only wage a war of self conquest that will make 

him renounce the negative.  

 

• Every nation only requires arming itself for this heroic battle; it consists of asking for 

forthrightness from the sciences and from politics. 

Your sciences might have able professors and fighters for insights into nature, but they are the 

result of the existing terrestrial form of education. – They are afflicted with all the shortcomings of 

an ignorant education system. One drummed false philosophies into them. They are just as 

misguided as a worker that empties trashcans. Their knowledge within their own sector of 

academic activity is limited. –They are complete failures in the FACE of GOD!  

 

• Before the eyes of the world, they deny everything they cannot comprehend themselves.  
 

• They teach mankind the things that secure their material gains and esteem from negativity.  

 

Almost all of them grew up believing in the science of absolute death and accepted everything that 

expands their freedom of thought and action I regards to the immeasurable. They are devotees of a 
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philosophy of irresponsibility for their own actions. They are not actually guarantors of a peaceful 

future, because their knowledge is lopsided and full of mistakes.  

 

 

The LAW of LIFE 
 

The ignorance shown by all responsible people on this Terra is beyond our comprehension. We 

are confronted by the incredible phenomenon of a unique spiritlessness. Exactly the way these 

people are completely incapable and unwilling to abolish all wars, they are also incapable of 

investigating or comprehending LIFE’S LEGALITIES.  

 

Your sciences regard life as being the fluid condition of the body. But as they discovered the 

fluidness of atoms, you are nowadays of the opinion that organic life is a condition that equates 

with your metabolism.  

 

The mistake you make is: That life is inseparably connected to this metabolism. Once the 

metabolism stops, life comes to an end.  

 

It is really too bad that it is beyond our powers to teach you a specific subject here on Terra. We 

would surely put some pressure on you! 

 

One further mistake consist of: That your sciences assume that life is limited by time. – We have 

quite a lot of things to say in this respect. We have made the greatest strides specifically in regards 

to researching life’s conditions. Only this achievement made it possible for us to gain a foothold in 

the universe to such a degree that we were able to bridge the vast distances between solar systems.  

 

• Insights in regards to LIFE’S LEGALITIES are the primary prerequisites for a major journey 

through space. 

 

You investigate what life is all about by testing how much an animated physical body can bear, 

respectively how it reacts under certain conditions.  

 

I will try to explain what life is all about with the help of your German (English) language. None 

of your languages on Terra are really suitable to explain these difficult LAWS. This is the reason 

why almost all your sciences have their own professional terminologies nobody else can 

understand, but your experts are very proud off. I do not have the potentiality of utilising a 

LANGUAGE that specifically pertains to LIFE. I will try to fulfil my assignment as best as I can 

in spite of this.   

 

The denotation “life” does actually describe a condition. This condition is perpetual, that is to say, 

it never ends. GOD is perpetual – and as man is a part of this condition, man is also immortal. 

 

• It is wrong to say that a body lives. 

 

Every physical body is bound by the LAWS of creation, that is to say, tied to slow and heavy 

VIBRATIONS. This FREQUENCY of VIBRATION is not constant, it ceaselessly changes. A 

physical body on its own cannot live at all, it can only move. Even a “dead” organic body that 

contains albumen can still move in its inert state. You are familiar with this through the galvanic 

stimulus effect with frogs.  
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• An organic body can certainly be animated. 

 

When such a body is animated, it receives a perpetual individuality, that is to say, a living soul. 

Religion speaks about GOD’S ODEM. Life is given an organic instrument at its disposal. Life 

controls this instrument for as long as it is usable.  

 

• Soul and life are a condition. 

 

Metabolism makes the instrument usable for a certain period of time. Once the body is no longer 

usable, the FREQUENCIES are separated from one another and the perpetual life loses contact 

with physical matter. 

 

• Life is not movement, but ENERGY that can cause movement without exhausting itself in the 

process, because it is after all perpetual.  

 

• Life’s energies do not come from the physical household; the physical household receives its 

perpetual ENERGY from the ethereal universe, that is to say, from cosmic rays.  

 

• Life is indestructible, even as individual particles. 

 

One therefore cannot extinguish a life; one can only bring about a separation between life and 

matter. Man however should not separate what GOD put together through an incarnation, 

meaning: 

 

• Human beings should not kill their brothers and sisters!  

 

Man’s affinity does not just include his own clan, but the whole universe. This affinity between all 

human beings is verified by the fact that all people have the same potential and the same 

intelligence capabilities.  

 

• P h y s i c a l  m o v e m e n t  m a k e s  l i f e  v i s i b l e ! 

 

Whereby you never see life itself, you never see the ENERGY, only the movements of the body, 

respectively the movement of its parts and limbs. The physical movement ceases after death, but 

the ENERGY remains, the difference being that it can no longer animate a physical organism. A 

dead, no longer serviceable body is no longer animated, only the atoms that constitute its physical 

make-up continue to move and change.   

 

• When a person is born, the soul of that person brings its allocated LIFE ENERGY with it for 

its prepared physical body, that is to say, the body is animated.  

 

• When a person dies, the soul removes its allocated LIFE ENERGY from the physical body.  

 

• Life therefore remains at the disposal of the soul, the difference being that now no physical 

body can be moved, because the relay is missing.  

 

Your mistake consists in assuming that the soul can no longer continue to exist after the demise 

of the body. 
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Every soul continues to exist after its disembodiment, because it still possesses the same life as 

before its embodiment. This perpetual LIFE FORCE is the non-transferable property of spiritual 

man. The spiritually perpetual MAN represents life at the same time. Only when incarnated does 

man lose all previous consciousness that he then has to reconstruct for his terrestrial existence.  

 

• Consciousness is active within the spirit body without physical matter.  

 

• Consciousness is tied to physical matter during an incarnation, because life is then also tied to 

physical matter.  

 

• Outside of an incarnation, consciousness is tied to the soul, because soul and life are identical. 

 

• Consciousness is also immortal, but it can be temporarily interrupted.  

 

We SANTINER make an exact distinction between the definitions of spiritual man and physical 

man! 

 

• The spiritual MAN is a CREATION you call “soul”, but it is something you cannot exactly 

define.  

 

• The physical man is spiritual MAN’S organic counterpart and it only allows its utilisation by 

spiritual MAN in as far as this is possible. 

 

• Whilst spiritual MAN combines consciousness and will as well as all sensory perception within, 

he is subject to the LAWS of matter during the period of utilisation of a physical body.  

 

• Whilst in this state, spiritual MAN can only make full use of his spiritual characteristics with 

the help of his physical organs. His metabolism does not feed life as it were, but only the 

functions and characteristics of the physical body and this includes its magnetic and electric 

impulses. 

 

• When the soul, that is to say, spiritual MAN thinks or feels, the physical brain sends magnetic 

impulses. These have nothing directly to do with perceptions or thoughts and concepts. These 

are only reflexes and they stem from the stirrings of the soul as the soul is connected to the 

physical body. 

 

• Life however belongs to the spiritual MAN and it is inseparably associated with him. This 

ENERGY can be of various strengths, but it is individual and perpetual. This is why spiritual 

MAN is immortal, he can never be killed.  

 

• If one wants to strengthen life, one must also strengthen the soul, that is to say, the spiritual 

MAN, because he gives the body its LIFE FORCE.  

 

• Physical nourishment does not affect the spiritual MAN; it only affects organic matter’s ability 

to function.  

 

• During the duration of an incarnation, spiritual MAN resides in a physical body. He animates 

and enlivens it at the same time. Life however always belongs to the soul, to spiritual MAN 

and not to physical man. When the functions of physical man cease, the life of man does not 
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cease also, only its contact to the living, physical MAN comes to an end and it is now free 

again once more.         

 

This is why it is a deplorable theory to assert that consciousness is tied to physical matter without 

further explaining this assertion in its correct form. The reality is that consciousness is tied to the 

spiritual MAN, but the spiritual MAN with all his characteristics is fettered to physical matter 

during his incarnation, the physical body is the terrestrial abode of the soul, designed to facilitate 

the redemption and development process of UNIVERSAL MAN.  

 

The fact that the sciences never gained a clear insight into this is because they allowed themselves 

to be duped by the functions of physical matter. Empirical medical science does not come up with 

a theory or a relevant explanation for fantasy or spiritual planning, even less so for ingenuity, in 

spite of this deceptive theory. But one has the impudence to say that man is a caprice of nature. 

Not GOD, but blind coincidence is supposed to have created man. All terrestrial university 

sciences endorse the invisible faculty of atheism with its doctrine of eternal death.  

 

• The LAW of LIFE makes no distinction between races, nations, tribes and religions.  

 

• The LAW of LIFE does not only extend to this Terra, it applies throughout the universe. When 

man trespasses against this LAW, punishment is inevitable and it comes in the form of an 

incredible retrogressive step in his development. 

 

All regions that do exist but cannot be perceived by man on Earth, because man has not yet 

reached a LEVEL of DEVELOPMENT that would allow him to do so, are part of the universe. 

Once man approaches this LEVEL, it is possible for man to have perceptions that accordingly 

reach beyond the normal, terrestrial extent.  

 

One was of the opinion here on Terra not too long ago that man occupied the centre of the whole 

universe. This opinion, particularly promoted by the churches, actually indicates man’s enormous 

incapability of higher thoughts. Compared to the size of the universe, Terra is akin to a speck of 

dust in a nuclear cloud. “I am larger than you” says the ant to a man, because it is not able to think 

correctly. 

 

• My proclamations differ in no respect from the indoctrinations given to the medium Moses by 

my ancestors. The revelations I’m privileged to bring to you only differ because they have been 

adapted to your present day development. 

 

I am however aware that the major churches will find it difficult to digest my divine 

REVELATIONS, because they do not fit in with their autocratic righteousness, as was the case 

with the Israelites on Mount Sinai. The UNIVERSAL SPIRIT however does not allow any human 

being to dictate to HIM HIS OWN REVELATIONS!      

 

• Every human being has the right to live without having to fear of being killed by another human 

being. There is no excuse for the animosity against and persecution of other races and nations! 

That kind of animosity and all misunderstandings have an adverse effect on development. 

 

• The ingenious CREATOR determined the heterogeneity of nations and races so that people can 

learn from one another, complement one another and above all learn to LOVE and understand 

one another – and not to hate and kill one another. 
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All political leaders or captains of science act against this DIVINELY ORDAINED development 

if they hate or despise the people that live beyond the borders of their country. There will be no 

world peace without a mutual LOVE between people. The LAW of LIFE does not favour one 

single person; only people change this situation – but extraterrestrial justice also compensates for 

this mistake.  

 

All terrestrial governments have put the assignment of religious indoctrination aside. They 

allegedly leave this to the church and other religious denominations in their tolerant forbearance. 

The reality is that these governments have not just abandoned this assignment, but also their belief 

in having to give account in a supernatural EXISTENCE. They unhesitatingly base their 

willingness on the negative doctrines and insights of a presumed philosophy – and on the 

science’s fallacies.      

 

They are however on the wrong tracks if they believe that their trust in science is justified. 

Mankind’s elite is also victim of its gullibility, because the sciences never ever think of admitting 

such a mistake. – As far as it is concerned, prestige rates higher than the TRUTH. 

 

It is absolutely not necessary to establish any kind of theories in regards to the spiritual or to lose 

oneself in questionable assumptions. Extraterrestrial INTELLIGENT FORCES provide the 

correct INDOCTRINATIONS. All you have to do is to accept their HELP.  

 

• If you should ever allow yourselves to be guided by this, this INTELLIGENCE and 

UNIVERSAL EXPERIENCE will come to you to a degree you could neither have dreamed of 

nor gauged. You already received numerous INDOCTRINATIONS during biblical times. 

 

It is not the intention of an extraterrestrial HIERARCHY to leave you ignorant in regards to such 

things that are difficult to comprehend due to the distances involved or their spiritual context. This 

is why GOD’ bodacious MAJESTY was explained to you. HIS LAWS were also delivered to you, 

the only LAWS that make progress and development possible. You were informed about the 

antagonist and you were always warned about him.  

 

• It is a sign of spiritual backwardness when dullards who call themselves philosophers depict all 

this HELP as “mendacious nonsense or as “derailments of the human brain”. 

 

Additionally there is a WORLD of SPIRIT at your disposal that will, if correctly addressed, help 

you at any time, if the will for progress is genuine, that is to say, when the intentions are noble and 

correspond with GOD’S PLANS for the WORLD. This HELP comes in the form of close contacts 

with life forms of a superior WORLD.  It offers various opportunities for communication, starting 

with CHRIST’S psychic communications to the full-inspiration of an artist. These opportunities 

are unfortunately not taken serious, but only derided.  

 

Above all, it is the fault of your churches that condemn and even forbid all such HELP.  

 

Have these churches brought you peace?  

 

They cannot do so if they call ANGELS of PEACE demons and if they fear us.  

    

The WORLD of SPIRIT is the only objective SOURCE of the divine TRUTH for us also. It 

represents immortal life and the evidence of a HIGHER ORDER.  
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CHRIST was one of us, he was a SANTINER, an ANGEL of PEACE who entered an incarnation 

on this Terra. This is why he is also called the PRINCE of PEACE. Our forefathers announced his 

coming to Terra and acquainted you with his name. He had constant contact with the 

INTELLIGENT COSMOS. He was clairaudient, clairvoyant and extremely magically talented. 

His whole life was one long contact with the FORCES that govern the universe.  

 

But your wiseacres not only laugh about good and evil SPIRITS, they also deride us in any way 

they can and their stupid laughter unfortunately infects a lot of their fellow human beings who 

then also become blameworthy. But CHRIST said: “I will ask the FATHER to send you some 

other ASSISTANCE.” – You have received this ASSISTANCE. We are here to underline HIS 

promise. Our existence cannot be doubted. We however bear witness to the existence of the 

WORLD of SPIRIT and GOD’S inviolable EXISTENCE.  

 

It is a blasphemy to say that man visited space, but never encountered GOD. – 

 

• How can you possibly recognise GOD, if you are not even capable of recognising HIS TRUTH 

or willing to adopt and abide by HIS LAWS?  

 

Why doesn’t GOD show himself?  

 

Because GOD is the PUREST FORM of SPIRIT that exists throughout the universe and HIS 

RATIONALITY, HIS KNOWLEDGE and HIS MIGHT are just as PURE. GOD does not abuse 

this MIGHT for evil purposes, but: 

 

• GOD builds where others tear things down. 

 

• GOD heals where others wound. 

 

• GOD teaches where others spread lies. 

 

We are HIS authorised SERVANTS and as ANGELS of PEACE, we prepare PEACE wherever 

hatred blinds man’s mind.  

 

• Your knowledge should not be based on theories, but on the INDOCTRINATIONS and 

REVELATIONS of an extraterrestrial INTELLIGENCE! 

 

I warningly tell you: 

 

• Marxist communism was born from boundless hatred; because its founder hated a class and 

beyond that, also hated all religions – and in the final analyses hated all priests and GOD at 

the same time.8  

 

We however have a SOCIALISM that was born from LOVE, born from brotherly love and from a 

boundless LOVE for GOD.  

 

The way you mangle your religious concepts is alarming! 

 

The Old Testament’s records are on no account correct and promoting; because they portray a lot 

 
8 We suggest you read the brochure “To all and sundry”, it contains a confutation of the Soviet-Russian Dialectic Materialism. 
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of events as miracles thereby giving GOD an absolutely false image.  

 

We already explained to you that the SANTINER came to Mount Sinai in a spaceship in order to 

bring you the LAWS of HEAVEN. The spaceships of our forefathers also parted the sea and 

destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah.9 The constant to and fro in regards to your Jewish question of 

race is mainly based on the completely erroneous interpretations of the recordings in the Old 

Testament.  

 

• The GOD of the ISRAELITES is the GOD of all people throughout the universe. HIS LAWS do 

not just pertain to one race, but all of humanity within the endless universe. They were brought 

to you by a spaceship.  

 

GOD never ever condoned bloodshed. HIS NAME is taken in vain in a lot of ways. The borders of 

the Israelite people were not defined at the Euphrates by GOD or the SANTINER – and the GOD 

of the Jews is also the GOD of the Mohammedans and Christians. GOD does not make 

distinctions between people; HE provides them with a body that best suits their development.  

 

• What you call “races” are in fact stages of development that are supposed to mutually 

compliment one another.  

 

A highly educated and highly civilised European can learn numerous things from a tribesman. But 

he is also the teacher of an underdeveloped person at the same time. His help should however 

mainly be through indoctrination and by being a good example, they way we do with all people on 

Earth we consider underdeveloped.  

 

• First and foremost teach the uninformed the LAW of LIFE, so that they do not just revere the 

LAW, but also life as a divine ENERGY.  

 

• Revere life and do not pay death homage! 

 

• LIFE’S SPIRIT is maintained by GOD, physical matter by the energy of the sun. 

 

Instead of just one single true religious community, there are more than two hundred on your 

Terra – and every one of them is fanatically opposed to all the others and believes to have the last 

word on the TRUTH.  

 

But wisdom’s last conclusion is: 

 

• You have absolutely no correct notion about GOD and HIS CREATION. Most of the TRUTHS 

you received from an extraterrestrial SOURCE were destroyed. Whatever remained of these 

TRUTHS was falsified or severely garbled.  

 

• No nation on Terra should suffer from the illusion of being better than any other nation. Good 

and evil is distributed across all peoples, respectively all nations. No race can assert a claim for 

special recognition. 

 

 
9 See ASHTAR SHERAN’S brochure called VERITAS VINCIT. 
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• All of you are still developing and you are affected by a dangerous developmental crisis that 

should clearly show you just how little your life is worth if you do not even know what life is 

actually all about.  

 

 

I don’t believe that eminent politicians would continue with their obstinacy if they knew anything 

about the UNIVERSAL REALITY, if they knew about the desperate situation they will find 

themselves in, when they have to replace their physical body (reincarnation). They will – it has 

happened before – refer to the scientists and philosophers CHRIST heralded and called false 

prophets. They will try to blame them for having been duped into giving credit to a false faith, but 

these excuses are bereft of any kind of validity. JUSTICE demands complete atonement and this 

without exception.  

 

Terrestrial mankind’s misdeeds are a crying shame and they call for retribution, for revenge.  

 

A human race, spread over generations, is prepared to pursue its lust for revenge.  

 

If your responsible leaders in all kinds of areas would be aware of the TRUTHS that are withheld 

from them, they would wage an embittered war against all academic sciences, because they have 

disowned GOD and the immortality of spiritual man for generations by trying to establish their 

own ideas through threadbare definitions and theories. They are all too well aware that the church 

is incapable of interfering in their evil handiwork. They already call their achievements the 

“triumphs of science”. Man as a robot and automaton.  

 

If the UNIVERSAL SPIRIT had not called upon us to HELP you, mankind’s leaders would have 

brought about a miserable end to this Terra a long time ago. 

 

But the ANGEL of TRUTH is still standing by.   

 

The great MISSION 
 

Terra is one DWELLING within the great HOUSE of the CREATOR where renitent tenants live 

that do not abide by their CONTRACT and maliciously destroy the fittings, specifically sanitary 

installations.  

 

The front door is fitted with a plaque that reads “Human beings”, but it is however so soiled that 

one cannot decipher what’s written on it. These disagreeable and anti-social tenants show no 

consideration for the other inhabitants of the universe. Apart from this, they also owe the 

LANDLORD the rent.  

 

Should the LANDLORD evict them? 

 

This will hardly be necessary, because they kill one another anyway. 

 

This is roughly how the situation looks in comparison.  

 

But who is capable of placating these disagreeable fellow lodgers in the HOUSE of GOD? 

 

We have been selected to undertake this great MISSION.  
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It doesn’t help at all for us to point to the RENTAL AGREEMENT we handed to you on Mount 

Sinai in GOD’S NAME. It has been disregarded and falsified. It is however a mistake for the 

tenants in the basement to believe that they can continue to behave the way they do without being 

called to order. We will not abandon our assignment that easily and there is no other LAW and 

ORDER POLICE available that could carry out our MISSION.  

We have been given card blanche! 

 

We tried with COLLECTION LETTERS to begin with.  

 

They remained unanswered and were almost completely ignored.  

 

A large bolt was driven through the wall only yesterday. One wanted to find out just how strong it 

was. One did however hit a water line and gas also began to leak at the same time. Nobody gave 

any thought to just who would repair the damage or who would have to pay for this. The renitent 

tenant in the basement didn’t care whether the whole house could be in danger. Many of them 

believed that the rest of the house was unoccupied.  

 

We will however act according to the experiences made with anti-social tenants.  

 

We will try everything stage by stage, mildly to begin with, but then with ever more energetic 

means, to effect a change. 

 

Don’t believe for a moment that you will be offered another DWELLING once your own has 

become uninhabitable. We are informed about the intentions of the body corporate. Even if you 

manage to improve your spaceships, the tenants of other DWELLINGS will certainly not accept 

you as subtenants, because subtenants usually take even less care of the furnishings than the main 

tenants. I can tell you that the rest of the DWELLINGS throughout the universe are extremely 

comfortable. There are even some LUXURY APARTMENTS amongst them. You broke some of 

their windows a number of times, but don’t think that the bill for this has already been payed. 

 

There is no dumber proverb than: “After me the deluge.” 

 

• The people that think so irresponsibly and carelessly find out soon enough just what kind of 

deluge they will experience in the future, either in a new incarnation or in other regions.  

 

The situation is a lot worse than you imagine!   

 

If a DWELLING is occupied by people like you, the whole HOUSE is devalued, because a 

TRESPASS has taken place. This is why I call your behaviour: A TRESPASS in the HOUSE of 

GOD, because HE is the ARCHITECT and CONSTRUCTOR. – You did not create Terra! 

 

The LANDLORD does however have an ADMINISTRATOR, one that deals with looking after 

the tenants and also collects the RENT.  

 

His name is: JESUS CHRIST.  

 

He even has the AUTHORITY to evict you.  

 

You could not find a better ADMINISTRATOR. He is a master in regards to patience, but do not 

underestimate his intelligence. There are also limits to his patience and you have already reached 
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those limits. Remember his words: 

 

 “You do not know when the LANDLORD will come, whether late of an evening or in 

the middle of the night, whether at the time when the rooster cries or in the morning; 

even if he comes unexpected he should not find you sleeping. Therefore be awake! 

In the mean time we hope that your sciences find new ways to explore and to find out that there is 

a spiritual EXISTENCE that cannot be ignored.  

 

A number of people on your Terra are of the opinion that we, as a divine TRIBUNAL, should 

have a go at those that are responsible. These people however do not feel responsible, they 

consider themselves to be particularly good people. But if they wish for punishment in the form of 

a catastrophe for the others and if they pray for this to happen, they are not better than the ones 

that are responsible. They bear the same responsibility in regards to the human race they are a part 

of. 

 

We do not see any reason at all to prepare a catastrophe. 

 

The citizens of Earth prepare this catastrophe all be themselves.  

 

It is tangibly close and it doesn’t just threaten a nation, but a whole globe. I am talking about a 

nuclear threat, not just through a nuclear war, but particularly conjured up through the 

continuation of nuclear experiments.  

 

If nothing changes in regards to this, the verdict for those that are primarily responsible will have 

been brought down. 

 

These people convict themselves – and this adjudication can not be changed through any revision. 

The verdict is:    

      

In the name of the universe: 

 

Condemned to a forced incarnation in a genetically blemished body, because this is a hereditary 

after-effect of their own doing. It is absolutely irrelevant whether they made a practical 

contribution or whether they were only the mental instigators.  

 

The experts behind nuclear tests and their support teams have unfortunately no intuitiveness in 

regards to incarnation, because they regard death the ultimate end of life. They work on behalf of 

death and they are on familiar terms with it anyway. 

 

• Even though there are theologians that have doubts about incarnation and find it difficult to 

muster faith particularly in regards to reincarnation, reincarnation is virtually the actual LAW 

of LIFE throughout the universe just the same.  

 

As it is our sacred MISSION to indoctrinate you in every possible way so that you can grasp the 

mystery of divine CREATION, I will tell you a few things about reincarnation so that you can 

gain an insight, because obscurity still reigns in regards to it: 

 

• Reincarnation is a school for the spiritual MAN. 

 

The flesh serves as a means to an end. 
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T h e  g o a l  i s :  N O B L E  M A N  a s  G O D ’ S  A S S I S T A N T .  

 

 

 

Every one of you has already undergone a series of various incarnations. They mainly take place 

here on this Terra. It is therefore of particular importance that the atrophied positive 

characteristics and character traits should be trained.    

 

When spiritual HUMAN BEINGS lack courage and endurance, they are incarnated into a physical 

body that is racially and geographically placed to experience a natural struggle for survival. This 

is how all human beings are allocated the place they have to occupy as students and where they 

have to prove themselves. This insight was given to you thousands of years ago by the 

extraterrestrial HIERARCHY. Irresponsible and selfish priests destroyed this insight. Only a few 

remnants manage to gingerly survive.  

 

• Reincarnation gives a person the opportunity to atone for parts of its negative existence. You 

chose the word “karma” for this.  

 

A doctrine that has been destroyed can no longer be taught. This is why the responsible leaders of 

mankind on this Terra have no idea about the consequences of a reincarnation. The Holy 

Scriptures do mention man’s responsibility in regards to GOD… Be assured that you have this 

responsibility!  

 

• The consequences of a malevolent act are mainly realised in a terrestrial life, something you are 

destined to experience lots more.  

 

It is heart-wrenching to know the kind of consequences politicians and church dignitaries burden 

themselves with when they consciously trespass against humanity’s laws. Nuclear delinquents and 

war criminals are not to be envied. They advocate the point of view that they no longer have 

anything to do with this world, nor with their actions and preparations for actions after their 

demise.  

 

W h a t  a  t e r r i b l e  m i s t a k e !    

 

The consequences are felt immediately after exiting the physical human body. 

 

A reincarnation makes the situation even worse! 

 

The leaders of this human race are very ambitious; they would like to make history. Their name is 

supposed to be on everybody’s lips after their demise. They don’t really care whether their deeds 

were good or evil as long as they achieve something that secures this kind of immortality for them. 

This is why so-called great war heroes are revered, even though they have the responsibility for 

the death of many human beings on their conscience. What is regarded fame and glory in this 

regards on Earth is called a disgrace in heaven! 

 

I beseechingly turn to all present day leaders in all areas of human existence: 

 

D o  n o t  a l l o w  y o u r s e l v e s  t o  b e  d e l u d e d ! 
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Do not depend on alleged insights that rob you of your FAITH in GOD. Deal with your mind so 

that you’re able to comprehend the things that are beyond physical matter.  

 

 

 

Consider the following points: 

 

• Human beings born on this Terra are human beings of this world – and not citizens of a nation 

or a country. 

 

• Human beings that are children of a specific race still remain human beings, even if they are of 

a different colour and appearance. 

 

• All human beings educated in any religious society are potential students of the TRUTH. It 

matters not what religion was taught, because religion is a means to seek and to find the 

TRUTH of their own accord.  

 

• Human beings that alight on Earth are guests on this planet. They are enrolled in a SCHOOL of 

LIFE in order to refine themselves. Support their studies – and do not distract them from their 

real GOAL! 

 

• Human beings that alight on this Terra have come home to a place they have left on numerous 

occasions before. They find their friends and enemies again, but they no longer recognise them 

as such.  

 

• Human beings that become leaders of men made a vow in the SPIRITUAL REALM they ought 

not to break, even though they no longer remember it.  

 

• Human beings that take over the collective experiences of previous generations have the duty to 

destroy everything that is completely negative according to your perceptions and everything 

that considerably harms the general public. No traditions and no protection of historical 

monuments have a place in society if these deliverances oppose progress. 

 

• Human beings endowed by divine NATURE with special psychic or physical gifts and powers 

may not utilise them for misanthropic or brutal acts. Wrestling, boxing and also fencing fall 

into this category.  

 

• Human beings that publish their fantasy or any other thoughts must be aware that these will 

exist in the universe for an infinite period of time. It’s not just that they can seduce and mislead 

this human race if they are of a negative nature; they also represent an enormous evil for the 

originator in the spiritual spheres. Death does not erase this evil! 

 

• Human beings that live in the physical must know that life without physical matter can and 

does exist. It surrounds them like a modelled, coloured mist in their spiritual EXISTENCE.  

 

• Human beings that are afflicted with prejudices or false opinions to a degree where they refuse 

to deal with the spiritual SPHERES of EXISTENCE that represent the future, are failures in 

regards to their terrestrial school of life. Such an attitude doesn’t just arrest their progress, it 

retrogresses them severely as time never stands still.  
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• Human beings living on Earth must be instructed and convinced that their actions do not 

remain unobserved for one second. The INTELLIGENCES of the HIGHER PLANES of 

EXISTENCE as well as the intelligences of the lower PLANES of EXISTENCE constantly 

accompany them in groups or en masse. They are constant witnesses of all good and evil deeds.  

• Human beings that assert that they won’t be able to remember anything after their demise are 

utterly ignorant in regards to life and death.  

 

• Human beings that deride all corroborations and attributes of a SPIRITUAL REALM are 

incapable of making up their own mind. They are then also incapable of making up their own 

mind in regards to other fields of knowledge.  

 

• Human beings that tend to believe that UNIVERSAL CREATION is devoid of a CREATOR, 

deny their own inner creative abilities, because a car or an electronic brain does not construct 

itself.  

 

• Human beings that would like to get to know GOD’S TRUTH must not turn to another human 

being, but to a SERVANT of the divine TRUTH. The best SERVANTS of this TRUTH are the 

SPIRITS of TRUTH. The bible calls this the HOLY SPIRIT. 

 

• Human beings devoid of divine FAITH also do not have faith in the future of the world; 

because it only seems like a necessary evil to them.  

 

• Human beings called atheists are in opposition to the divine ORDER and they will not be 

guided by it in crucial situations. To trust such people is inexcusable.  

 

• Human beings that remain neutral in regards to questions of HIGHER INSIGHTS are great 

weaklings. They always wait for an opportunity to be guided by the majority and it matter not 

whether the majority is correct or not. 

 

• Human beings that deal with politics must know that they enter a state of affairs of negativity. 

They should not fight along with the negative, but against the negative.  

 

• Human beings ashamed of publicly confessing their belief in divine EVIDENCE are cowards 

that try to hide their ignorance from the public.  

 

• Human beings that fight against the EVIDENCE and INSIGHTS of a divine WORLD of 

EXISTENCE have been embittered by their terrestrial fight for survival and are therefore 

incapable of recognising the source of injustice. 

 

The development of this Terra has always taken a bloody course since time immemorial. One has 

been of the opinion for millennia that this development is an irrevocable law of nature.  

 

The greater the power given to people, the greater the abuse of this power! 

 

Mankind on Earth has been under the control of HIGHER SPIRITUAL POWERS for a few 

thousand years. You will answer that you can’t believe this, because the constant negative world 

situation verifies the opposite. This assumption is however a mistake – the way almost all 

assumptions are subject to mistakes most times.  
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The facts however easily verify sapienti sat!10  

 

 

This Terra with its population could never have taken such a development.      

 

It has been influenced through the most different religions for millennia.  

 

• These creeds do not spring of their own volition from mankind’s development, but in all cases 

spring from the regions of spiritual DIMENSIONS. 

 

GOD called a MISSION into being that has not yet been finalised. Next to numerous spiritual 

INTELLIGENCES, we from other star systems have also been called upon to give Terra, who 

finds itself in great hardship, spiritual ASSISTANCE. This MISSION doesn’t just find resistance 

from the negative spiritual FORCES, but also a dogged resistance from human forces of 

resistance.  

 

• An arrogant scholarliness unscrupulously ignores all serious facts that verify this great 

MISSION. 

 

This is why I am directly authorised, to beseechingly and truthfully inform you about this 

precarious situation.  

 

As I have often emphasised, all KNOWLEDGE in regards to LIFE in an enormously vast spiritual 

DIMENSION of other VIBRATIONS is a pure, natural science. Man on Earth however makes the 

mistake of acting completely unnaturally when confronted with this natural science. One could 

just about call this a mental disorder.  

 

As I depend on the way the medium perceives this type of message transmission, I see myself 

confronted with great difficulties and they are only partially surmountable. These are the reasons 

why I can’t comprehensibly express myself. My impartations have to depend on a kind of 

telegram style. Even though there are a lot of things to say, I can only hint at things.  

 

Our MISSION is certainly not something new. 

 

Our forefathers already had the same difficult assignment to fulfil. 

 

It is unfortunate that they could not finalise it. 

 

We supported the Miracle of Fatima in the recent past.  

 

This MISSION was also falsely understood. 

 

It is not our intention to awaken some unparalleled fanaticism amongst religiously minded people. 

On the contrary – our endeavours are towards a normalisation of your FAITH in GOD. It is our 

intention to eradicate all nonsense and replace it with the TRUTH. 

 

The way the churches are fanatically reluctant to accept the TRUTH is incredible. They are 

 
10 Sapienti sat: “a word to the wise is sufficient!” (It does not require any further explanations for the inaugurated)   
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enamoured with magic and like to give their own matinee performances for their god-fearing 

faithful that are pure illusions, the difference being that there is no applause at the end of the 

performance, but some complying sing-song. 

 

When a church elder assembles his children around him in order to teach them, he would be struck 

with despair if his children would act stupid. Not just Christians behave like this, but almost all 

devotees of religious communities. This type of behaviourism doesn’t just disturb the atheist, but 

also GOD and the positive WORLD of SPIRITS.  

 

• Religious communities are in our eyes nothing more then registered theatrical societies that 

possess an incredible store of masks and wardrobes, from demonically grotesque caricatures to 

gold-embroidered robes of church dignitaries who would like to compete with the pomp and 

ceremony of mundane monarchs. 

 

They prefer having their feet kissed to demonstrating their humility before GOD.  

 

 

 
Assertions of the spirit 
 

People scrutinise the Earth. People deal with the laws of nature. People live in a physical world 

and they utilise it. The LAWS of physicality are delved into until they become crystal clear. 

People live in the physical dimension for a limited time.  

 

Spirits scrutinise the universe. Spirits deal with the laws of nature and the spirit. Spirits live in a 

SPIRITUAL MATERIAL WORLD and they utilise it. The LAWS of the spiritual DIMENSIONS 

are delved into by SPIRITUAL INTELLIGENCES until they become crystal clear.  

 

People also live in the DIMENSIONS of the SPIRIT for a limited time!  

 

Wherefrom do you believe you can you get to know the TRUTHS of the spiritual DIMENSIONS? 

 

You received information about it from the ENTITIES that live there.  

 

Man on Earth is incapable of giving any information about it, because he has no inherent 

knowledge about it. This is a significant assessment, because no terrestrial human being can report 

from within himself about what exists in the SPHERES of the SPIRIT or in the regions of other 

star systems.  

 

Terra is however not isolated from either one of these regions.  

 

The things man cannot experience from within his own observations are transmitted to him from 

the INHABITANTS of these other regions. 

 

Terrestrial mankind has unfortunately not been completely receptive in regards to such 

REVELATIONS. The TRUTH was therefore branded something incredible, something 

monstrous.         

  

I am authorised to gradually list and explain these mistakes to you. I therefore dare to assert that 

these explanations represent an absolutely divine REVELATION, stemming from the HIGHEST 
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REGIONS of the spirit and that they are not inferior to the REVELATIONS received on Mount 

Sinai. I thereby refer to a text from the bible that in no way differs from this REVELATION, one 

that had to fulfil the same MISSIONARY PURPOSE. The prophet Ezekiel heard the following 

words from a SANTINER at that time: 

  

 
Ezekiel: 22, 1: “The Lord spoke to me. “Mortal man,” he said, “are you ready to judge the city that is 

full of murderers? Make clear to her all the disgusting things she has done. Tell the city that I, the 

sovereign Lord am saying: Because you have murdered so many…” 

 

And I say to you in HIS NAME today: 

 
 I have entrusted the Earth to you, but you do not live as a community of people that are 

supposed to develop, you live in numerous communities that are hostile towards one another 
and that try to eliminate one another. 

 

As prehistoric man, the brothers on Earth had the ability to communicate with their BROTHERS 

from the WORLD of SPIRIT. But as they killed one another, this brotherly enmity continued after 

their demise. The terrestrial brothers we not just persecuted by their terrestrial enemies, but 

beyond that, also attacked and even harmed by their brothers that had crossed over to the WORLD 

of SPIRIT before them. Mutual CONTACT between the SPIRITUAL and the physical world 

continuously existed during the development of mankind on Earth. 

 

The terrestrial brothers were afraid that the spiritual REGIONS would become visible. They tried 

to attack them, but they were powerless against the spirits. So they began to revere them, even if 

they were of a negative nature. – The spirits of the lower spheres eventually demanded 

unconditional veneration by threatening their brothers on Earth.  

 

• This is how an objectionable cult of the spirits developed and because of the prevalent 

ignorance in regards to the SECRETS of CREATION, it led to terrible aberrations and 

deformation. The antagonist put his foot in the door and influenced this unnatural cult through 

the mysterious powers of black magic.  

 

As sections of mankind on Earth developed, thereby reaching HIGHER LEVELS, the might of 

individuals over the masses developed at the same time.  

 

The CONTACT between spirit and matter could however never be disengaged. 

 

The first cultural epoch built the first temple in order to revere the mysterious. The priests 

demanded the blood of their fellow men for this veneration. The blood of man consequently 

became cheap and it was exposed to arbitrariness. The antagonist Lucifer employed his dark 

SPIRITS in great numbers in order to mislead those people.      

 

Up to that time, almost everybody knew from personal experience that next to the here and now, a 

WORLD of SPIRIT also existed. Nobody was able to refute this experience. These people 

however had a false concept of these worlds, because they lacked the right INDOCTRINATION. 

They asked for material help from the spiritual DIMENSIONS. They actually received this help, 

partially in the form of materialisations and partially through the procuration of magic POWERS. 

 

As time progressed, this human race built enormous temples with the help of their insights.  
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They venerated the sun, the moon and the stars. 

 

But they were unaware of the GREAT CREATOR and HIS REALM. 

 

No psychologists or scientists existed at that time that would deny a spiritual existence. The 

priesthood however had blossomed in the mean time and became arrogant because they felt 

powerful and connected to the sinister FORCES of the other, negative WORLD. They abused 

their knowledge and exerted a baleful power over their rulers and fellow human beings.  

 

Then the great revolts ensued and they turned into great wars later.  

 

Wars became the norm. 

 

A whole continent sank beneath the ocean – and with it its entire population and the secrets of 

black magic.  

 

The continents not affected by this calamity underwent different developments.  

 

Contact with the spiritual DIMENSIONS remained completely intact in Asia and all regions of the 

Pacific Ocean. Those that dealt with the satanic POWERS did not make any progress. This is how 

many races and tribes remained backward, because the anti-spirit abused their otherworldly 

knowledge. The world with its mankind no longer developed uniformly. The maturity of the 

various groups developed along separate lines, but the supernatural remained a fact of experience 

everywhere. 

 

Progressive insights from the regions of the WORLD of SPIRIT were constantly given.  

 

They were given through oracles.  

 

The immortal spiritual giants of this earth were informed and trained through inspiration and 

impartations. They all knew how they received their additional KNOWLEDGE. -  Nobody talked 

about schizophrenia. 

 

One entertained a close CONTACT with the WORLD of SPIRIT at the times of the pharaohs and 

it expanded into a major cult of the dead. These people were well aware that they would enter 

ANOTHER REALM after their demise. Nobody doubted this, because almost everybody had the 

opportunity of self-experience in regards to reciprocal communications between spirit and matter. 

 

But these people were not aware of the whole TRUTH! 

 

The powerful of the terrestrial world were egotistical, vengeful, avaricious and extremely negative 

towards their fellow men. They were all afraid of having to leave their treasures behind. This is 

why they abused their powers and built mausoleums where they planned to live as spirits. Their 

primitive knowledge in regards to life in the spiritual regions induced them have jewellery and 

other necessities of life entombed with them. They wanted to live in the other DIMENSION the 

way they lived on Earth.               

   

In spite of their negative attitude, the spiritual knowledge of all of these people was much greater 

than is the case with today’s leaders of mankind.  
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The progressing civilisations gradually tore the band that CONNECTED with the SPIRITUAL 

REGIONS. The Israeli nation increasingly turned cruel. Being the pharaoh’s captives gave birth to 

hatred. Indescribable hatred against its oppressor turned the Israelites progressively ungodly 

because: 

 

• Every type of slavery is a germ cell of atheism. 

There were only a few people amongst them that could still entertain positive contacts with the 

SPIRITUAL REGIONS. 

 

The prophet Moses was a special exception – he was eminently psychic. 

 

The UNIVERSAL SPIRIT informed our forefathers through the MESSENGERS of the 

SPIRITUAL REALM that the people on Earth were to be introduced to the LAW of HEAVEN. 

This revelation was going to be effected in a very impressive way and it was going to be pertinent 

for ever. 

 

The SANTINER therefore received this MISSION. 

 

Their spaceships headed towards Terra to support the Israelites and they parted the sea so they 

could escape. The LAW of HEAVEN was announced on Djebel Musa by the occupants of a 

spaceship of the SANTINER and explained in every detail. 

 

• GOD didn’t speak to Moses personally, but a SANTINER talked to him in the NAME of GOD.  

 

The priests destroyed a part of these LAWS and further parts were falsified.  

 

All further wars have been waged in HIS NAME ever since. 11  GOD does not condone the 

shedding of human blood and all calls for GOD’S ASSISTANCE in all cases of human 

animosities are a blasphemy. 
 

• All punishment and every disgrace imposed on a person may never take place in “GOD’S 

NAME”, because HE has HIS own JURISDICTION. 

 

• By the same token, nobody should swear an oath in GOD’S NAME, maybe only on behalf of 

the responsibility of their own immortal spirit. 

   

As a lot of the priest’s notations were falsified to such a degree that they ended up veiling the 

TRUTH, the SANTINER were not released from their MISSION. They continued their 

observations. The people on Earth therefore had two opportunities of being instructed: 

 

• On the one hand by the SANTINER. 

 

• On the other hand through contact with ENTITIES from the spiritual DIMENSIONS. 

 

FAITH in GOD did certainly not emerge from superstitions, but from COMMUNICATIONS with 

HIGHER WORLDS. Superstition did however arise from COMMUNICATING with HIGHER 

WORLDS. Superstition these days represents a deformation of the supernatural and 

extraterrestrial TRUTH.  

 
11 The brochure VERITAS VINCIT gives a detailed account of this. ASHTAR SHERAN’S REVELATION has also been translated into Italian. 
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A sceptic is certainly not an enlightened human being. 

 

A truly enlightened human being knows how to differentiate between nonsense and genuine faith. 

 

 

The more successful the people on Earth are in copying Mother Nature’s functions, the further 

away they remove themselves from the concept that a personal GOD called Mother Nature into 

being. It would be more correct for such enlightened people to say about themselves: “I am a 

sceptic who rather tends to lean towards ungodliness than to acknowledge that a HIGHER 

ORDER and SUPERVISION exists. – But who could ever verify that ORDER exists, if 

SUPERVISION is lacking? 

 

• This unscrupulous mental mistake comes from the fact that one makes the mistake of comparing 

a personal GOD with a personal human being. 

 

Mainly journalists advocate this aberration; because they come across some extraordinary 

TRUTHS every now and then; but the moment they’re dealing with spiritual phenomena, they do 

not publicise them objectively or neutrally, but in a derisive, cynical style.  

 

• The majority is unfortunately prepared to show more trust in a daily paper that an experienced 

expert in the field of paranormal-science. 

 

Even when these papers decide to quote such an expert, it usually happens in a sceptic style so that 

the world at large should comes to the conclusion that this expert is not quite right in the head, 

because he believes in apparitions that have nothing to do with reality. 

 

One utilises one single, but dangerous word in these infamous, arrogant style of reporting that 

immediately changes the absolute TRUTH into absolute doubt, whereby the reporter cannot be 

reproached in any way.  

 

This dangerous word is “allegedly”. 

 

One reports for instance that: “UFOS are being observed more and more, it is alleged that they 

come from other star systems. These objects are allegedly controlled by human beings that 

allegedly transmit messages to the people on Earth. Apart from this, there are a number of people 

that allegedly entertain contact with the souls of the deceased.  

 

The word “allegedly” should be replaced with the word “ascertained”.  

 

It would therefore have to read: “It has been ascertained that UFOS fly more often these days. It 

has also been ascertained that people have been able to make contact with the souls of the 

deceased. 

 

This general misguidance mainly happens through people that have no personal experience. When 

in doubt, one consults a dictionary, but it also comes up with the word “allegedly”.  

 

Evidential natural science has been determined in solid concepts. Its definitions and rules seem to 

be immovable yardsticks that apply to the existence of all of matter. We are dealing with school-

taught measuring values scientists and their students apply.  
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This immovableness of their yardsticks is a mistake! 

 

The exception also proves the rule in your case. According to Newton’s law of gravity, it would be 

impossible to abrogate gravity.  

 

We prove that the opposite is true! Research experiments conducted with the help of terrestrial 

satellites already verified that one of the most irrevocable doctrines is incorrect, even if it was ever 

so convincing. 

 

• There is no such thing as irrevocability in regards to the laws of nature! 

 

CHRIST’S resurrection has already provided prove of this. 

 

This irrevocability of the laws of nature does not apply to us, the SANTINER, at all. We change 

almost all of them and group atoms at will – even in our own body. I am not indicating that these 

changes to the rules are easy for us to accomplish, but this does allow us to exist in dimensions 

that would normally be lethal. 

 

What does a civilised person think about the cannibalism of primitive tribes for instance? 

 

What does a SANTINER think about the warmongering taking place between civilised people on 

Earth for instance? 

 

What does a paranormal researcher think about the ungodliness of political despots? 

 

What does a common sense person think about in regards to church-cultism and its dogmas? 

 

You can see that there are huge gaps separating the ignorant and the knowledgeable. This is also 

the case between the people on Earth and the humanities of other star systems.  

 

A Christian dogma teaches you that the dead resurrect.  

 

This resurrection is however completely unclear to you.  

 

It is a masterpiece of deformation. 

 

Even though every soul escapes from its terrestrial body fully conscious to continue its existence 

in another DIMENSION, a Christian minister will give a funeral service that robs relatives and 

surviving dependants of all hope.  

 

• A resurrection on a “Day of Judgement” is not a theological or scientific explanation and the 

false conclusion that the departed enter a period of “eternal peace” even less so.  

 

This depiction makes one think that a deceased person can no longer see, hear or think. The fact is 

that the spiritual PERSON is already standing at the graveside and if it was not hindered by the 

barriers between spirit and matter, would completely lose control and physically interfere because 

of its disgust about the funeral speech held on its behalf.  

 

I will explain something else to you… 
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This is why I will play back two interviews that are of great importance in regards to your 

situation: 

 

 

 

An interview with a leader 
 

Ex abrupto I am with his Excellency. This gentleman is the leader of a great nation. He is one of 

the major, responsible players engaged in the power play between the most powerful nations.  

 

ASHTAR : Please don’t be astonished. You can see that I am here with you – and you cannot 

doubt that this is a fact. I am here because you bear co-responsibility in regards to 

this world and this human race. Do not be affronted by the fact that I am from 

another planet. I have a number of pertinent questions for you. Are you aware that 

this Earth is visited by people from other star systems? 

 

Excellency : I am completely taken aback, but I know that extraterrestrials do visit us.  

 

ASHTAR : Where did you hear this and why isn’t this publicly admitted? 

 

Excellency : Because international governments are of the opinion that such an announcement is 

not appropriate.  

 

ASHTAR : Please tell me the reasons that led to this decision? 

 

Excellency : There is no unity between individual nations on this Earth. For us to admit that there 

is an extraterrestrial human race capable of reaching and ordering us about would 

damage our prestige. We must preserve our reputation. 

 

ASHTAR : But how many people are already informed through private initiatives? The TRUTH 

cannot be suppressed for much longer.  

 

Excellency : Officialdom has priority over these private initiatives. The public abides by official 

validations or dementia. Besides, private initiatives are at the mercy of confidence 

tricksters and they can produce fantasies. 

 

ASHTAR : Are you of the opinion that governments fear us? 

 

Excellency : In as much as we know anything about extraterrestrial spaceships and their 

occupants, we know that they are far superior to us. We must therefore regard them 

as potential enemies that might use extreme force if we do not abide by their 

demands.  

 

ASHTAR : What kind of demands do you believe these could be? 

 

Excellency : This has been discussed. There cannot be any other demand, but that we relinquish 

our governing powers. This is why there can be no other solution but animosity. 

 

ASHTAR : Are you of the opinion that all existing governments will find a way out of this crisis 
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of their own accord? 

 

Excellency : We hope that with the help of science and technology, our nation will have the upper 

hand in regards to weapons of destruction. 

 

 

ASHTAR : Have you ever contemplated that such superiority can never be applied, because it 

would constitute the total destruction of the whole world? 

 

Excellency : The reason that we still exist is because we are capable of defending ourselves. This 

is why we cannot abandon this race for supremacy.  

 

ASHTAR : This race is the preparation for the total global destruction. Do you think that this is a 

responsible way to conduct yourselves? 

 

Excellency : Once the world lays in ruin, there are no responsibilities left. 

 

ASHTAR : Your words express atheistic ideals. Don’t you believe in GOD? 

 

Excellency : I believe that what one calls “GOD” is the universal development of nature. The 

universe would not suffer a great loss if this planet was to disappear, because there 

are billions more. 

 

ASHTAR : You admitted that you have no responsibilities. – Do you not possess something like 

an inner conscience?  

 

Excellency : I cannot allow myself to be guided by sentimentalities. I take full responsibility in 

regards to the living that criticize me and my course of action. Once these people are 

dead, I no longer have to be responsible on their account.  

 

ASHTAR : My dear Excellency, I will tell you something: You possess too little knowledge to 

be able to take responsibility for anything whatsoever, not even on behalf of those 

you live with.  

 

Excellency : I refuse to tolerate this kind of talk. After all, I studied long and hard and struggled to 

gain my present position. Do you believe that my position simply fell into my lap?  

 

ASHTAR : As far as I’m concerned you have learned a lot of thing by heart without having the 

assuredness that you were actually dealing with objective facts.  

 

Excellency : I studied everything that pertains to my civil duties. We are dealing with the best 

insights gained in regards to politics. Let’s simply call it political science.  

 

ASHTAR : Are you religious? I mean, did you actually study the bible? 

 

Excellency : I am well informed about it, even though I never studied the bible. 

 

ASHTAR  : Do you believe that whatever is written in the bible is the objective TRUTH?  

 

Excellency : No. I am of the opinion that it contains a mixture of philosophy and historical events. 
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As far as history is concerned, it may be true.  

 

ASHTAR : You therefore doubt that a personal GOD exists, because HE does not show himself. 

You therefore also do not believe in the miracles that are supposed to have taken 

place. 

 

Excellency : No. I believe in the superiority of the human mind that helped create civilisations. 

 

ASHTAR : What would you say if you were suddenly, absolutely certain that there is actually a 

GOD that controls the whole universe? 

 

Excellency : I am not a person who juggles abstract concepts. It doesn’t pay to imagine things like 

this.  

 

ASHTAR : You are avoiding my question, because this question disquiets you. – Would you be 

able to carry out your eminent position as before, if I were to be correct in my 

assertion that GOD exists? 

 

Excellency : I cannot give you an answer to this. 

 

ASHTAR : Why not? 

 

Excellency : Because this idea turns everything upside down. It is quite impossible to take this sort 

of thing into consideration or to make a comparison with our own existence.  

 

ASHTAR : Are you therefore of the opinion that GOD may not exist even if HE does exist, 

because mankind’s whole existence cannot be reconciled with this certainty?  

 

Excellency : In view of the facts we are dealing with, it might be better for us to deal with 

ourselves and not with GOD.  

 

ASHTAR : Are you of the opinion that other governments think alike? 

 

Excellency : The world is not governed by religious insights or assumptions, but by the sober 

assessment that might is right. 

 

ASHTAR : The more powerful do not have right on their side, they takes it with the help of 

force! – You surely don’t want to assert that this injustice is right or the TRUTH and 

that it can be placed higher than FAITH in GOD? 

 

Excellency : In government circles, FAITH in GOD  is a purely private matter. Faith in the 

reliability of the government is a civil duty.  

 

ASHTAR : You admitted before that it “doesn’t pay” to contemplate GOD’S EXISTENCE. The 

reason you gave was that such an insight could not be reconciled with the actions of 

any government. I can tell you that statesmen reject an eminent SCIENCE and that 

this represents a hindrance in regards to their thoughts and actions.  

 

Excellency : GOD cannot be verified – and things that cannot be exactly verified can not be part 

of science. 
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ASHTAR : Can the Earth’s and the universe’s existence also not be verified? – You provide the 

sciences with assignments and also with evidence. Life verifies GOD; because 

according to scientific insights, life can only come from life and intelligence can also 

only come from intelligence. Spirit can only come from spirit. 

 

Excellency : Intelligence’s development is based on Experiences.  

 

ASHTAR : No, intelligence develops with the help of intelligence, here and in the hereafter. 

Intelligence is even supported by the spiritual dimensions otherwise there would be 

no inspiration. What do you believe will happen to you after your demise?  

 

Excellency : One will cremate me. 

 

ASHTAR : I asked what will happen to you and not what will happen to your body. 

 

Excellency : When I’m dead, my life is over – I will be as dead as a doornail.  

 

ASHTAR : Dead as a doornail is no explanation. The fleshly envelope falls from the EGO like a 

shell that contains the actual CORE within.  

 

Excellency : This is one belief, but is has certainly not been verified, otherwise I would know 

about it.  

 

ASHTAR : You can only know the things the sciences admit to. You also are in possession of 

insights in the field of political science that you keep to yourself and not admit to, 

because you don’t want to unmask yourself. The sciences also do not want to 

unmasked themselves by admitting such types of insights and experiences. One 

simply ignores them. 

 

Excellency : There is no evidence that life after death is a reality. It is scientifically impossible to 

do so.  

 

ASHTAR : The sciences have no rules in regards to the concept “impossible”. There are millions 

of such pieces of evidence. These are however not taken into consideration, because 

those in responsible positions are just as atheistically minded as you. This insight can 

also not be equated with terrestrial mankind’s lifestyle. The responsibility that comes 

with it is so colossal that any such evidence is shudderingly rejected. All 

governments and all academic sciences turn in horror from any established fact they 

find too hair-raising to contemplate. Not the fact that the soul is immortal is hair-

raising, but the fact that terrestrial politics and lifestyle has to be given account for 

is. – The divine TRIBUNAL is a threat that no negative person finds palatable. This 

is why they say: “Leave me alone, I don’t believe this nonsense!” 

 

Excellency : My conscience in regards to exercising my official duties as a public servant prevents 

me from dealing with metaphysical meditations. 

 

ASHTAR : Would governments tolerate the major churches if these would teach the TRUTH 

about the immortal, fully-conscious existence of the human soul with absolute 

conviction? 
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Excellence : I admit that such doctrines would adversely hinder governments. The state however 

destroys everything it considers antagonistic towards its cause.  

 

ASHTAR : Aha! The major churches are justified to fear the TRUTH, because they fear the 

whole brunt of the state’s intolerance. The state will exercise tolerance towards the 

churches for as long as they do not teach the pure TRUTH; two elementary TRUTHS 

have therefore been withheld: One’s immediate survival after one’s demise – and 

one’s reincarnation into a terrestrial existence. There are however religious 

denominations that deal with the TRUTH. What are the various governments’ 

attitudes towards these communities?  

 

Excellency : Spiritual communities are a thorn in government’s sides. This is why they balk at 

officially acknowledging them. Their doctrines are therefore described as 

superstitions in order to remove them from the public eye. But because the major 

churches want to continue to exist, they turn against all spiritual communities. 

 

ASHTAR : Now you know why the TRUTH is not supposed to be taught. This is the reason why 

the objective TRUTH does not reach the ears of statesmen. I told you already, 

namely that you are not correctly informed; because you know too little about man’s 

spiritual existence. A number of the major spiritual communities with millions of 

devotees have already committed an injustice for this reason, namely by eliminating 

the TRUTH from their insights, so that they do not become too objectionable in the 

eyes of the state and also to be left alone by the major churches. I now ask you: Is 

this situation normal?  

 

Excellency : What would you suggest? Should I resign or should I shoot myself? 

 

ASHTAR : The first thought of every government bully is always death. This is either destined 

for himself or for others. Peaceful solutions are hardly ever found. Force by weapons 

is all too readily available to these people. My fellowmen and I belong to a 

UNIVERSAL BROTHERHOOD. It is proof that it is possible to live in PEACE. 

This opportunity is however only possible by allowing the TRUTH complete 

FREEDOM. The TRUTH finds it almost impossible to gain a foothold here on Earth 

because of egocentric and egotistical suppressors. Would you be prepared to promote 

the TRUTH after our conversation has come to an end?  

 

Excellency : No, I am not prepared to do so, because I feel that this is impossible. One would 

think that I am mentally disturbed. This is why I ask you to respect my good will and 

not tell anybody about our encounter. I am convinced that one will not believe that 

this interview took place anyway. 

 
Ex aprupto, his Excellency is alone again. His Excellency might think that this was just a bad dream, his nerves are 

after all not the best because of the crisis the world finds itself in. I know that one already asserts that UFO encounters 

are just phantoms of fantasy.  

 

 

Interview with a comrade 
 
When I suddenly stood opposite him, he fell to the ground and heard the voice of somebody who talked to him. He 

said to him: “Son of man, stand up, I want to talk to you.” – But he was very superstitious and kept his eyes closed. I 
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had to wait for a long time before he recovered from his shock so that I could put my question to him. 

 

ASHTAR : Comrade, gather all your thoughts together and put up with the fact that you are 

standing opposite a CHERUB. You might be of the opinion that a CHERUB is a 

figure of fantasy from the bible, but you cannot escape me, because I have thwarted 

all your attempts to escape with my POWERS of suggestion. Cease to resist me and 

answer all of my questions truthfully and nothing will happen to you. I give you my 

word of honour that I will not divulge your name to anybody on this planet. 

 

Comrade : Who are you really? – You said you were a “CHERUB”. Is this supposed to be a 

joke? 

 

ASHTAR : No, I am a CHERUB, a SANTINER, a “little Saint”12 in the service of the LORD of 

the UNIVERSE. I will not let you escape from my grasp until I have investigated 

your true opinion. I am aware that you have the governing power over many, many 

millions of people. Are you aware that you are fully responsible for every individual 

human life with your own immortal soul?  

 

Comrade : I am having a nightmare! – Every human being bears the responsibility for himself or 

herself. I only have the assignment to promote life within a social community. 

Everything else has nothing to do with me.  

 

ASHTAR : According to which commandments do people have to be guided by in order to 

promote the community? 

 

Comrade : According to the commandments of the party and the state represents the interests of 

the party.  

 

ASHTAR : The state and the party reject GOD. Could the party hitherto verify that GOD does 

not exist? 

 

Comrade : The party is not a church; it has different tasks from those of the church. The party 

has however reached the conclusion that religion inhibits man and that man therefore 

does not progress because of this obstruction.  

 

ASHTAR : What kind of inhibitions are we talking about?  

 

Comrade : It takes away their courage to enforce the interests of the party and the state.  

 

ASHTAR : Inhibitions are scruples. The party therefore wishes that the citizens and comrades 

are unscrupulous and that they show blind obedience. Not obedience in regards to 

GOD, but the state that represents the party. 

 

Comrade : The state checks within its government just what is good or bad for its comrades, that 

is to say, what they’re permitted to do and what not. 

 

ASHTAR : You mean that the party’s leaders check what is of use to the party? They demand 

blind obedience from people, even if they’re dealing with hatred or murder.  

 
 

12 The denotation of “SANTINER” is similar to the Italian denotation of “Santini”, little Saints”. 
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Comrade : The state also has enemies. How else can they eliminate them? 

 

ASHTAR : Contrasts or contradictions bring about animosities. – Contradictions and not 

enemies must therefore be eliminated from this world, because without contradictions 

there would be no animosities. – Contradictions are not people.  

 

Comrade : You are trying to confuse me! – Our philosophy recognised that contradictions are 

based on a law of nature. A revolution therefore represents the only possible 

progress.  

 

ASHTAR : If this philosophy asserts that contradictions and therefore also animosities represent 

a law of nature, no revolution would be capable of eliminating them from this world, 

because animosity as a law of nature would continue to exist even after this ideology 

would have conquered the whole planet.  

 

Comrade : Our ideology does not contain any contradictions! 

 

ASHTAR : I know that you mean that it doesn’t tolerate contradictions. – But as all severe 

criticism is also regarded a contradiction, it is also forbidden. The government 

dictates academic standards to the letter. None of its citizens has the opportunity to 

find out what the government rejects, because it could endanger the government’s 

position. This method dictates to the comrades of the nation just what they have to 

believe in. This is how they completely eliminate independent thoughts and 

independent opinions.  

 

Comrade : I try very hard to only think what they allow me to think.  

 

ASHTAR : If you take the trouble of contemplating how your contemporaries are spurred on 

against an alleged enemy, you will find that this is also one of your political tenets.  

 

Comrade : You turn everything upside down. I have lost interest in talking to you. Go away!  

 

ASHTAR : Comrade, I will leave after you have answered all my questions. – Do you believe 

that GOD exists? 

 

Comrade :  I cannot answer this. I am not too sure. I do not believe any more or any less than all 

the others. 

 

ASHTAR : Do you believe in the LEGISLATION received on Mount Sinai? Do you believe that 

these are divine LAWS?  

 

Comrade : No, they are a human invention. This legislation is a necessary doctrine that is 

supposed to regularise man’s cohabitation with his fellow man. It has however been 

superseded long ago. 

 

ASHTAR : Comrade, you are correct by saying that it is supposed to regularise cohabitation 

between human beings. These LAWS are however from GOD after all.  

 

Comrade : No, the name of GOD was only advanced in order to give these LAWS more 

emphasis under the conditions prevailing at that time.  
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ASHTAR : You are wrong comrade! These LAWS were actually brought from the divine 

universe to the people on Earth by our spaceships. Do you think it is possible for an 

extraterrestrial spaceship to travel to the Earth?  

 

 

Comrade : Yes, this would be one explanation, but it is not correct, because the bible is full of 

contradictions. It is not authentic. 

 

ASHTAR : These contradictions stem from people. The original text is absolutely true.  

 

Comrade : Where is this original text? Who can verify its authenticity?  

 

ASHTAR : The divine original text was destroyed, but some of it was recoded from memory. It 

is our MISSION to verify the original text. 

 

Comrade : This may be the case. – I am not aware of such evidence.  

 

ASHTAR : Our extraterrestrial spaceships verify our MISSION. Take a closer look at the bible 

and compare it with all present day observations and experiences in regards to so-

called UFOS.  

 

Comrade : This still doesn’t verify that GOD really exists. 

 

ASHTAR : Well then, study the Miracle of Fatima. Next to the phenomenon of a spaceship, a 

divine MESSAGE was transmitted in this case also.   

 

Comrade : I am thoroughly convinced that communism is the best religion for all and sundry, 

because it gives the farmers and workers a way of recognising their labour.   

 

ASHTAR : The pious proletarian leans towards fanaticism. He abnegates his own self in order to 

serve his faith. This is wrong! He thereby loses his naturalness and speculates with 

metaphysical hopes. Red communism abused this pious’ preparedness to fully 

support a faith in the basest of fashions. Red communism was promoted to a new 

religious denomination.  

 

  I know from personal observations that the oath on the red flag represents an oath 

that is supported by the inaugurations and rites of a theistic religion, even candles are 

a part of it. This pseudo-religion whoever does not teach the divine TRUTH about 

the immortal, continuing existence of man after his disembodiment. – This is idolatry 

in the true sense of the word!  

 

Comrade : Man’s consciousness is tied to matter. Thoughts do not take place without matter – 

and there is no human consciousness without matter. 

 

ASHTAR : You believe this because you were taught this. But where do these strange insights 

stem from? Surely from people on this Earth that have a very specific goal in mind. 

They stem from party comrades that want to endear themselves to the state and are 

only allowed to think along lines that benefit the state - and what the state allows.  
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Comrade : In any case, these insights stem from respected people that served socialism. They 

were the pioneers of working people.  

 

ASHTAR : Socialism is an imaginary ideal. A targeted improvement is positive, but because it is 

a vision, an ideal can be wrong just the same. This however does not require 

UNGODLINESS. On the contrary – it only hinders! There is however a 

UNIVERSAL SOCIALISM whose ideals are not a vision, but a very real fact. This 

SOCIALISM or NOBLE COMMUNISM is solely the divinely commanded 

ORDER. – Everything else is anarchy! 

 

Comrade : If I was not under pressure here I would stop answering your questions. You 

continuously refer to “GOD” and “HIS ORDER”. Man must help himself otherwise 

he is lost.  

 

ASHTAR : The CREATOR did not divide this world with borders and into nations. The world 

and all its treasures are terrestrial mankind’s entrusted common property. It is man’s 

duty to respect every race and every human being is either a brother or a sister to 

everybody else.  

 

• If mankind would abide by the HIGHER LAWS of the divine ORDER, all social 

problems would be solved in one fell swoop. 

 

  But the moment the people on this Earth differentiate between one another by 

drawing mental and geographical borders, contrasts are created that one could also 

call animosities.  

 

• It is not a case of uniting this human race under one power, but of guiding it 

according to the laws of the universe. 

 

  When one militarily arms a state, one does not want to eliminate an existing 

animosity, one wants to conquer it with force.  

 

Comrade : Marx’s and Engels’ communistic manifesto has had the greatest success so far on 

this planet. We unify people until all borders disappear one day. This is the goal and 

the ideal all of us pursue – and we utilise all possible avenues; because the end 

justifies the means. 

 

ASHTAR : If one could achieve this goal, mankind would split into two much more dangerous 

camps. One camp would be made up of a brutal cronyism endowed with all the 

means capitalism also possesses. In the other camp would be the people forced into 

blind submissiveness, its independent thoughts and actions abused. We know of a 

large planet in another star system. It has undergone the almost identical 

development to yours. The end result was catastrophic, because all initiatives 

towards unity ceased. Only people with a herd mentality were left and they were 

incapable of making independent decisions.  

 

Comrade : Our philosophy only has exploiters and exploited. This situation is unnatural and 

must be eliminated.  

 

ASHTAR : The human race I previously mentioned had the same concepts. The end of their 
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misguided development clearly showed that the workers were not capable of 

managing a predetermined capital, because they lacked the required breeding and a 

trained and developed mind. All improvements in regards to production lamed their 

energies and directed them towards false ideals.  

 

• Turning people into automatons is a mistake and it will also be the death knell for 

red communism.  

 

  Collectivism gradually stunts people’s individuality. They simply turn into a cog the 

machine depends upon in order to be capable of moving at all. People see articles in 

shopwindows they helped create, but they also know that they might only have 

tightened one screw. Everything else on this item in the shopwindow looks 

unfamiliar and this robs them of their pleasure to create. This realisation also 

destroys their human pride and their belief in their own geniality.  

 

Comrade : The workers represent the majority; they are the dominant class. Threats of wars and 

disparities would no longer exist, if the whole world was governed by one single 

proletarian regime. Once we have reached this point, the whole world can disarm. 

 

ASHTAR : This is a huge aberration! The regime will always skim off the cream. This would 

only be akin to a shift within the classes. The regime would represent the higher 

class. With good will, the whole world could disarm at any time. This good will 

however depends on the extent of HIGHER INSIGHTS. People’s good will requires 

a positive goal.  

 

Comrade : We are for disarmament and for peace, but we do not tolerate spies in our country.  

 

ASHTAR : Comrade, I’m aware all of your plans and all of your goals. You cannot dupe me! 

All previous disarmament conferences have failed, because no uniform goal and no 

honesty existed. You are certainly afraid of a global doomsday, because it would also 

rob you of your own existence. All you want to do is to disarm to a point where a 

nuclear doomsday can be avoided. Every other, superlative war of destruction should 

however remain within the realm of possibilities. All conventional weapons should 

however remain available so that one nation can attack and conquer another nation. 

You know that warfare requires a huge human potential. This means that the masses 

have the greatest prospect for victory. This is not a true aim for peace. The 

proletariat represents the masses.  

 

Comrade : Let’s assume that I am on a moving train. You must admit that I cannot jump off this 

train. But who is going to stop this speeding train?  

 

ASHTAR : Only the correct KNOWLEDGE about GOD and HIS UNIVERSE can stop this train 

and only then will everybody be able to alight from it at their leisure. 

 
The comrade will remain silent, because he knows that there is hardly anybody in his own country who would believe 

his adventure.  

 

We approached our spiritual GUIDE ARGUN. Let ARGUN tell us what kind of questions he 

would have asked this comrade: 
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ARGUN : The great leaders of this human race do not have any knowledge in regards to the 

immortality of the human soul. All of them understand immortality to mean something 

completely different. They would like to gain the kind of immortality they’re familiar 

with and this is why all available means are justified, even if blood soils the uniforms 

of freedom they wear. They would like to leave the stage of life with great pathos and 

the sound of huge applause. This is why they want to force a theatrical success. To 

covet the affluence of others is ignoble. This human race does however not require a 

lot more time to mature. The major churches will also not get away with it without 

compromise. I would say to and ask this comrade the following: 

 

• You wish for a uniform regime on this Earth. So why do you continuously practise 

division in all things? 

  

• Why are you against the unification of nations that belong together? 

 

• Comrade, what do you see as the final objective of your politics? 

 

• What do you hope to gain for yourself? 

 

• Comrade, are you clear about the fact that you simply strive for your own egotistical 

security? 

 

• To pursue a genuine IDEAL takes courage and an exemplary FAITH in GOD, but 

not brashness and not malice. To fight for and to defend an ideal without shedding 

blood is something I call truly noble.  

 

• There is no merit in conquering underdeveloped nations with threats and by force. 

This is the suppression of man’s freedom, GOD’S highest CREATION. To establish 

a nation according to these principles does not bring honour to anybody, neither here 

or in the hereafter. 

 

• You demand that the spiritual must also be measurable. An ungodly person demands 

here that he should not have to abide by the laws of nature. He is of the opinion that 

his academic acquired wisdom represents the most dependable doctrine throughout 

the universe. Comrade, I however tell you that academic acquired wisdom is ungodly 

and bereft of any kind of conscience! 

 

• You refused to establish rules for the higher psycho-sciences and to integrate them 

into your university knowledge, because you would then have to respect them. This 

would however confound your whole state science.  

 

• The most eminent prerequisite for any regime is absolute logic and a complete 

rejection of fanaticism. Any deviation from this is a sin! A government must 

recognise reality and it must give it the respect it deserves. 

 

• Comrades, you are afraid of the things you delude yourselves with! You are afraid of 

superstitions, because you are afraid that GOD might be behind them. You would 

like to intimidate the whole world in order to gain respect.  
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• You do not believe in GOD’S SPIRITUAL REALM and you have no inkling about 

the fact that the negative controls you like marionettes by pulling on the strings so 

that the powerful within governments dance according to its will. Their bodies are 

not occupied by souls, but by phantoms. The invisible reality isn’t just beautiful, it is 

also atrocious!         

 

•  

Abuse of intelligence 
 

Man is the most eminent being within all of divine CREATION, distinguished with a GOD 

endowed intelligence. It is not the result of a coincidence, but the INHERITANCE of an 

ETERNAL INTELLIGENCE.  

 

Man undergoes many a metamorphosis throughout his UNIVERSAL EXISTENCE.  

 

As the physical nature of man was achieved through a lot of precursors of other species, there are 

still a number of comparisons left in regards to these metamorphoses. You find them in frogs, in 

butterflies and in a number of other important examples. Man’s earthly existence is akin to that of 

a caterpillar that eventually turns into a pupa to then rise up from the ground into the air after its 

transformation is complete. You regard this as something completely common place in regards to 

animals.  

 

You only admire the miscellaneousness of CREATION and its peculiarities. The moment these 

divine laws of nature are to be applied to man, every thought within you balks at this 

impertinence. Man will have to reconcile with this fact more and more in spite of this, namely that 

he is one of GOD’S creatures and not the result of an unintelligent evolution.  

 

Man also rises up into the ether after his transformation; he flies like a butterfly or also a moth, he 

hovers as a spirit in the realm of the fourth dimension after the Earth releases him. A butterfly 

lives in bright sunlight, but the moth perishes in artificial light. This natural process you can track 

throughout this example is something so portentous, that even the cleverest of scientists find it 

hard to make sense of. 

 

Why do you still explore nature’s activities if you’re unwilling to use it as a blueprint?  

 

This attitude represents a complete abuse of divine intelligence! 

 

This is however not as unusual as one would assume; because a greater spirit than any terrestrial 

human being abuses the intelligence GOD entrusted in him. Lucifer made the same mistake. He 

failed due to his arrogance, because he did not employ his conferred intelligence to SERVE the 

CREATOR, but to serve his own egotistical goals.  

 

• It is not a matter of the rate of intelligence, but of the way intelligence operates.  

 

Man may invent an apparatus that is capable of disintegrating the whole world into a cloud of 

dust. This invention and its construction may have been extremely difficult, the mental effort 

made by those involved might have been stretched to the limit, but it is and will remain an 

infamous abuse of an entrusted GIFT that only concentrates on the destruction of CREATION at 

hand. GOD gave man fire so that he could handle it progressively. Disloyal man however uses it 

to set GOD’S house alight. This turns man into a criminal in regards to intelligence.   
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People are proud of their negative inventions that are particularly focussed against life, against 

nature, against the planet, against the atmosphere and against other star systems, well even 

against unborn life on this planet. In the name of honour and conscience I ask you: 

 

• Why do you lock up the insane that represent a danger to the public? Why did you even created 

laws that are supposed to protect mankind? 

• Why do your nations condone the abuse of intelligence? – Why do you revere those that 

commit crimes against intelligence like idols? –Why do you condone any abuse of divine 

intelligence that threatens the divinely endowed life of all creatures on this Terra? 

 

An inventor can utilise his intelligence to construct an apparatus that is capable of disintegrating 

thousands of people into nothingness in one fell swoop. – Another inventor can utilise his 

intelligence to construct an apparatus that is capable of healing cancers. Either of these 

apparatuses undoubtedly requires a high degree of intelligence; they might require the assistance 

of a lot of people. Intelligence is directed towards a positive goal in regards to healing cancers, it 

serves GOD’S PLAN, however in regards to destroying things, it is directed towards a negative 

goal and it then serves the endeavours of the devil.  

 

• It always depends on the goal this divine intelligence is utilised for.  

 

I can however tell you that: 

 

• GOD did not remotely imagine using the intelligence HE endowed people with for negative 

goals. 

 

In order to justify the pursuance of negative goals, one contemplates, with the help of intelligence, 

of how one could simulate and convince oneself that a negative goal is a positive goal. One 

mentions “security”, the “defence of freedom”, “heroism” and many other ideals. This is where 

people simulate other goals in order to get their will. This is also an abuse of one’s intelligence! 

Every war is an abuse; because one can no longer wage wars these days out of pure dullness. Wars 

demand an all out effort of man’s inherent abilities. These are however employed in the name of 

false ideals and the promotion of idealisms with negative goals.  

 

• Every advantage gained by the devil is to the detriment of man!  

 

No school and no bible teach the people on this Terra to think correctly and to then correctly apply 

the intelligence they were entrusted with. Every human being possesses a so-called ego-

consciousness, self-consciousness. Therein they can recognise the source of their intelligence, 

something GOD possesses to the highest degree. This ego-consciousness may however not 

inveigle them to equate this to matter. Matter in itself does not have such an ego-consciousness, 

neither do atoms nor trees.  

 

People tell themselves that they must ascertain the actuality of a present existence with the help of 

their senses in order to believe that it exists. But not every human being has access to this actuality 

and this makes it difficult for them to believe that it exists. They therefore depend on the 

assistance of the COMMUNITY that testifies the actuality of a present existence.  

 

It depends on which witnesses are credible enough for their testimony to be added to the objective 

TRUTH. This doesn’t just apply to all things metaphysical, but also particularly relates to these 
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MESSAGES here. People are coerced here to make full use of their intelligence in order to 

ascertain just which witness is really credible in their eyes.     

 

In a spiritual community like CHRIST’S circle of disciples, everyone witnessed supernatural 

phenomena. This is why all of them were CHRIST’S witnesses. The rest of mankind thought that 

some of these witnesses were unreliable. This was also the case with the prophets of biblical 

antiquity. But people were able to write! – They consequently immortalised their attestations for 

future generations.  

 

It is consequently possible to make comparisons on hand of these recordings and they are capable 

of withstanding all doubts in regards to their actuality and this under the most severe criticism. 

They verify GOD’S EXISTENCE, at least in a way that verifies that this faith did not originate 

from within the brains of a number of terrestrial people, but that they were REVEALED in a 

majestic fashion.  

 

Our forefathers, the SANTINER or CHERUBS, witnessed the TRUTH about GOD’S intelligent 

EXISTENCE and HIS HIERARCHY and they proclaimed it to the people that lived in those 

days. – The Miracle of Bethlehem as well as the Miracle of Fatima was witnessed. But the 

experience and the intelligence of mankind on Earth was not adequate enough to recognise the 

actuality within these miracles. 

 

T h e  T R U T H  w i l l  b e  v i c t o r i o u s ! 

 

The fact that this MESSAGE comes to you now certainly doesn’t mean that it is something new 

and incredible. These types of REVELATIONS have also reached you in the past – and they were 

witnessed and recorded. The text within this MESSAGE is however different, because it always 

represents a DOCTRINE.  

 

• We do actually proclaim GOD’S ocular WILL, beyond this is only GOD’S ACTION. 

 

These MESSAGES will undoubtedly be followed by actions, because all actions, yours also, 

spring from intelligence, whether they’re correctly utilised or abused.  

 

But I can tell you: 

 

• GOD will never abuse HIS INTELLIGENCE!  

 

• Whatever appertains to you, it will always represent the highest level of JUSTICE. 

 

• Mankind on Earth will however efface this action and GOD will only interfere if parts are 

endangered that must be absolutely retained in the interest of the universe. Any other message 

pertaining to a catastrophe represents a degenerateness of human fantasy.  
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The American astronaut Scott Carpenter reported at 15:25 hours during an orbit around the Earth: “I see 
small particles, like white snowflakes.” 
These are the same flakes that were observes at Fatima. Russian cosmonauts have also ascertained this 
phenomenon.  
At 15:30 hours, Scott Carpenter informed ground control: “I see flying objects!” 

 

  

 

 
 
What is to be done? 
 

We don’t ask that everything should be done without some remuneration. We know that many 

genuine MISSION demand a maximum effort and financial sacrifices. We can however not 

understand that there are people that are willing to employ lies for financial gains, well, even in 

our name! 

 

If someone is in distress on the high seas, he or she will be very happy to be rescued, even if it 

costs a lot of money to do so. This is how I see the situation being exploited on this Terra. One 

threatens with an apocalyptic world catastrophe and one calls upon the people that believe in 

these messages of darkness to pay up.  

 

No, my dear friends, I beseechingly tell you: 

 

• Those that believe in such machinations are not worthy of being rescued; because these people 

are bereft of any TRUST in GOD. 

 

All who take a ride on the spaceship called Terra have equal rights, no matter whether they’re 

good or evil. 

 

Salvation (trough indoctrination) is either possible for everybody or everybody will go under. 

 

A sorting process of good and evil souls carried out by the divine ORDER only takes place in the 

spiritual DIMENSION and never on Terra; otherwise the CREATOR could have incarnated you 

on a different planet in the first place. 

 

• The karma of evil deeds will catch up with those first that want to make unfair profits from the 

fear they instilled in their fellow men.  

 

The overall development of this human race is hindered by trespasses against competences in all 

areas. This situation must by necessity be changed though legal regulations. There is not one field 

of knowledge where experts do not trespass against the competences within their field of 

expertise. 

 

• A surgeon deals with genetics, something that has very little to do with his expertise. 

 

• A chemistry expert uses his reputation to express his opinion in regards to physics.  
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This know-it-all attitude of many experts is the bane of this Terra.  

 

This must be changed immediately!  

 

Experts predominantly deal with the affairs of other experts even in politics.  

 

• Tax collectors want to make decisions in regards to the film industry. 

 

• It is incredible that physicians utter their opinion in regards to psycho-science without the 

lightest personal experience.  

 

• Psychologists maintain that our existence and our spaceships are the product of mass hysteria.  

When a pastry cook looks after a roast he will surely sprinkle it with sugar so that nobody will be 

able to eat it without getting sick. When it comes to the subject of mediumship, the situation is not 

different either: 

 

• Experts in the field of physics deal with the phenomenon of psycho-science, the science of the 

hereafter. 

 

• When an admirable materialisation takes place, journalists will immediately speak out and 

assert that one is only dealing with “flying towels” even though they did not personally witness 

the event.  

 

How can this human race ever get to know the TRUTH? – Every mistake is dangerous. Mistakes 

lead to hatred, envy, animosities between nations and mutual annihilation.  

 

Only the eradication of all these many mistakes can save you. 

 

Which nation will have the courage to make a start and arm itself on behalf of the TRUTH? 

 

Hundreds of millions of people on this Terra make a living from telling lies.  

 

The people on this terra must endeavour under all circumstances to behave natural and normal. 

Any unnaturalness represents a backwardness of dangerous proportions.  

 

GOD is the MOST NATURAL throughout the universe. 

 

• We are also absolutely natural. 

 

• The survival of human beings immediately after their disembodiment is also absolutely natural.  

 

• This cosmic contact we entertain here with you is also absolutely natural. 

 

But how does this human race deal with this NATURALNESS? 

 

• Everything to do with GOD or with the REALM of SPIRIT is regarded as something unnatural. 

Those that deal with it are immediately branded unnatural or fanatical. 
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• Other feel chosen by GOD and through this solemn self-aggrandisement, supply the devil with 

every opportunity for spreading his lies and for destroying things.  

 

• Even the major churches are no exception! These people glorify themselves in a completely 

unnatural way, thereby distancing themselves far from the natural TRUTH. 

 

• Fashions become ever more unnatural. 

 

• The older generation wants to overtrump the younger generation and makes fools of themselves. 

The younger generation loses its esteem and respect for the aged in the process.  

 

• The younger generation is dissatisfied with the effect time has on their bodies and disfigure 

their GOD-GIVEN countenance. GOD does not make green hair grow.  

But those that believe in the CREATOR aught to do HIM the HONOUR of adopting HIS 

COUNTENANCE and by behaving naturally.  

 

Those that  do not  behave natural  also do not  t hink normal! 

 

How many people sacrifice their health for fashions that are purely designed to make money? We 

find the health-damaging nonsense that takes place on this planet absolutely incredible. One’s true 

nature is disfigured on this planet and this goes against all of GOD’S PLANS.  

 

What should one do now? 

 

• D i s s e m i n a t e  t h e  C O S M I C  T R U T H  a n y  w a y  y o u  c a n . 

 

• Do not allow yourselves to be influenced by false assessments stemming from wiseacres that 

have absolutely no idea what the COSMIC TRUTH is all about.  

 

The devil will always tell you that: “GOD and the devil do not exist at all.” 

 

Please take the enormous difficulties of the transmission and the reception of our MESSAGES 

into account. As COSMIC MESSENGERS we are exposed to extreme difficulties. We are 

attacked from all sides. It is unfortunately impossible for us to use other means for our 

REVELATIONS. They are the divine TRUTH and stem from the REGIONS of the HIGHEST 

INTELLIGENCES.  

 

We hope that you find deliverance from all dangerous mistakes. 

 

PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS! 

 

Yours, ASHTAR SHERAN   
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